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! A Cure for Metal Poisoning
Breakthrough in Hope Labs
I
An "impossible" feat — the complete re-
moval of radioactive plutonium, one of the
most poisonous substances known, from the
bodies of animals has been achieved by Hope
Science faculty members.
This unprecedented accomplishment in-
cludes equally successful treatment of poison-
ing from non-radioactive metals such as cad-
mium, which pose serious environmental and
industrial hazards.
As reported in the Sept. 28 issue of Nature,
the prestigious international science journal
and announced at an on-campus press confer-
ence, professors Jack Schubert and S. Krogh
Derr, with support from the United States
Department of Energy, applied a new treat-
ment for metal poisons based on concepts de-
veloped previously by Dr. Schubert called
mixed ligand chelate (MLC) therapy.
Mixed ligand chelate therapy opens a new
era in the treatment of metal poisoning, ac:
cording to Drs. Schubert and Derr. They also
stress the importance of MLC formation in
many areas of fundamental importance — the
transport of metals from soils to food ; the role
of metals in health and disease; and the
mechanism of cancer induction by radioactive
isotopes.
"Serious environmental and industrial .
hazards associated with the release of radioac-
tive and nonradioactive metals are becoming
an increasing threat to mankind and up to now
there have been no satisfactory treatments for
metal poisoning," said Dr. Schubert.
"Our research to date has resulted in
hitherto unparalleled achievegients using
MLC treatment, namely complete removal of
tissue deposits of plutonium and prevention
of mortality in animals given lethal doses of
cadmium."
One component of the revolutionary new
treatment includes salicylic acid, the active
ingredient of aspirin.
Current treatment for plutonium and other
metal poisons utilizes molecules called chelat-
ing agents which seize and hold a metal ion in
a clawlike grip (Chele from the Greek mean-
ing claw). The stronger the grip, the more
effectively the chelating agent removes metal
from tissues. In mixed ligand chelate therapy
a selected combination of two chelating agents
are chosen so that both grip the same metal
together forming a single unit. This results in
an astonishing increase, sometimes in the
trillions, in the strength with which the metal
is held compared W chelating agents such as
EDTA and DTPA which are currently used to
treat people.
Two of the most effective mixed ligand che-
late systems tested by Drs . Schubert and Derr
are combinations of EDTA plus salicylic acid
for cadmium, and DTPA plus salicylic acid for
plutonium. In one of their experiments, Drs.
Schubert and Derr injected mice with a solu-
tion of a plutonium salt. Three days later they
began treatment twice weekly by injecting the
mice with a solution containing a mixture of
DTPA plus salicylic acid. Within four weeks,
all of the plutonium in the bone and liver had
been removed and then eliminated in the
urine and feces. This result has never been
attained or approached by any other treat-
ment.
"We are not talking about a difference of
decimal points. We're talking about some-
thing of great magnitude," Schubert said dur-
ing the press conference.
In experiments with non-radioactive ele-
ments, mice were given 100% lethal doses of
salts or metals such as cadmium, nickel, iron
I Health Dynamics Diary:
The Testing Begins
This issue of News from Hope Cdllege con-
tinues with excerpts from the daily journal of
Dirk DeRoo, a freshman from Orlando, Fla.
enrolled in the new Hope-Kellogg Health
Dynamics program. During the past weeks.
Health Dynamics participants have been en-
gaged in the academic component of the
course, receiving accurate information on
diet, nutrition, and the effects of regular
exercise. The knowledge gained in class
prompted Dirk to begin choosing more loiv-
fat foods at Saga and in mid-September he set
a goal of running a mile each day. Although
studies prevented Dirk's running daily, he
was able to take time out several times each
week for this activity. His initial time was 6
minutes, 30 seconds, and he hopes to cut that
by at least a minute before the semester ends.
Although Dirk had gained much new in-
formation on health, a true-false quiz in late
September proved there was more to learn:
Sept. 27, 1978
"Some experts believe that diet-related di-
seases will be the number one health problem
in the U.S. unless radical changes are made in
people’s diets."
iHHiiiie from the information I’ve
Professors Schubert (left) and Derr at work in their Peale lab.
and copper. The animals given currently-
recommended chelating agents all died, while
all those given ligand chelate. treatment sur-
vived.
Schubert and Derr's research has implica-
tions for treating certain genetic diseases,
such as Wilson's Disease in which an abnor-
mal amount of copper resides in the body.
By a reverse application, MCL therapy
could also be used to treat aspirin poisoning, a
major cause of accidental death among chil-
dren under two years of age.
MCL therapy could also be used in provoca-
tive treatment to determine the amount of
radioactive plutonium built up in the bodies of
those regularly exposed to the substance, such
as atomic power plant workers.
Dr. Schubert came to Hope in 1977 as pro-
fessor of environmental health sciences. He is
a member of both the biology and chemistry
departments. He is internationally known for
his scientific accomplishments in radiation
chemistry and radiation biology and in the
theory and practice of chelation treatments
for metal poisons. A native of Chicago, he
continued on page two
At every stage of life the Christmas Season is a very
wonderful occasion. But, for our students it has a special
significance for it marks the completion of a semester of
work and a time for reunion with family and friends.
We ore grateful for the year that has passed; for all that
has been accomplished in the lives of our students; for our
faculty and staff who continue to serve with dedication and
purpose; for all who hove shored, through gifts of them-
selves and their resources, in the work of Hope College. To
each of you we extend our sincere thanks and gratitude.
We count it a very special privilege to be associated with
you in the mission of Hope.
May our celebration of the Incarnation, when we ore
reminded in a special way of God's love and grace to us
in Jesus Christ, be a time of renewal. We need so much to
hove our vision lifted to the eternal truths and values, and
to recognize afresh the ultimate realities. It is in this great
Event which we celebrate that we see these afresh.
Having experienced renewal in this Christmas Season,
may we each find renewed strength and courage to carry
on the work to which we hove been colled.
campus scene
Expand Pre-engineering
Program Course Offerings
fcv
Professor Schubert makes points during press conference announcing a successful
treatment of poisoning from metals.
A Cure for Metal Poisoning
continued from page one
received his B.S. and Ph.D. degrees in
chemistry at the University of Chicago.
Dr. Derr, assistant professor of biology, is
an authority on environmental contamina-
tion, especially by PCB and PBB and their
action on reproductive processes. He received
his B.S. degree at Purdue University and the
Ph.D. degree in toxicology at Michigan State
University. He has held positions with en-
vironmental laboratories in Massachusetts
and Michigan before assuming his present
appointment at Hope in 1977.
President Gordon J. Van Wylen notes with
particular pride that these milestone experi-
ments were conducted within the context of
an academic program which has teaching as its
central focus.
Among the Hope College students who
have or are participating in this research are
Jack Dekker, a 1978 graduate from
Grandyille, Mich, who is currently a graduate
student in toxicology at the University of Cin-
cinnati ; Sandra D. Wiederhold, a senior from
Valhalla, N.Y.; and P. Matthais Scheer, a
senior from Hamburg, West Germany.
Health Dynamics Diary
continued from page one
learned in class because we eat entirely too
many fats and a great deal of the artificial
additives in foods have been proven to cause
cancer.
"In order to be healthy a person should eat
some red meat, fish or poultry each day."
I answered false with the knowledge that
studies have proven vegetarians to have heal-
thier bodies and, in many cases, to live longer
than meat eaters.
"A relatively simple way to get more iron is
to use iron cooking utensils."
I answered false, figuring the material used
in cooking has no bearing on the food compo-
sition. However, I was wrong and we do re-
ceive iron for our bodies in this manner.
In late October Dirk's class began a three-
day physiological testing session in the
Health Dynamics laboratory in the Dow
Center.
Finally came my turn. Because I've always
had a slight fear of water, I was a little ap-
prehensive of how I would handle the test. As
I viewed earlier participants, I noticed many
of them had a hard time staying motionless
underwater while the lab assistants examined
the readings. I stepped down the ladder into
the 5' X 5' tank of warm water. I sat down on
a seat which hung from a chain connected to
the ceiling. Attached to this chain was a scale
which measured our weight. The lab assistant
directed me to let as much air out as I could as
fast as I could underwater. Then I was to
remain motionless. He would tap his hand
against the wall when it was time to come up.
Down I went on the first of two readings . It
was very simple and there was no need to
panic. I heard the taps and up I went. After a
second reading had been obtained, the test
was completed. The readings will go into a
computer and the results will be available
when qll the tests are made.
October 25, 1978
Slightly late, I entered the room to find
noise and commotion. Dr. Peterson (the di-
rector of the Health Dynamics program) and
several lab assistants called out blood pressure
readings on persons taking the cardiovascular
test, who were busy on the exercise bikes and
treadmill. I made my way through the confu-
sion to a line of people dressed in bathing
OU'suits. We were to be tested today for body
density, obtained by comparing our in-water
and dry land weights.
First, our weight was taken out oT water. To
my surprise, I weighed 140 lbs., five pounds
heavier than upon entering college.
HonoTollona
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The first indication of Hope's expanded
program in pre-engineering education was
visible this fall when an engineer. Dr. Robert
Norton, was added to the faculty. The second
indication has been the introduction of two
engineering courses to the spring semester
class schedule.
The new courses complement a pre-
professional program Hope has offered for
many years for students who want to become
engineers. In cooperation with several leading
universities, Hope students can earn, within a
five-year span, both a liberal arts education
and professional engineering training. Partic-
ipants in these programs earn the bachelor's
degree from Hope and either a bachelor's or
master's degree (depending on the program
elected) in engineering from the cooperating
institution.
These traditional programs, known com-
monly as the 3-2s and 4-1, will continue un-
changed. However, the presence of Dr.
Norton and his new courses will more fully
prepare Hope students for their subsequent
work at engineering schools.
The two courses will initially consist pri-
marily of lectures, with practical experience
gained through visits to local industrial or-
ganizations and through demonstration ex-
periments. Norton points out that setting up
an engineering laboratory requires ex-
pensive equipment. However, the ab-
sence of a lab is not seen as a lack in
Hope's program by Norton since students
at engineering schools normally do not
carry out laboratory work until the ad-
vanced undergraduate level. The College
is actively seeking funding and gifts of
equipment which will allow the laboratory
options to be expanded.
Dr. Sheldon Wettack, dean for the natural
and social sciences, points out that in addition
to better preparing students for engineering
schools, the new courses also give students
exposure to engineering at an early point in
their academic careers. In the past Hope of-
fered no strictly engineering courses. There-
fore, a student with interest in this profession
had to wait until after leaving Hope to confirm
that interest through actual engineering
coursework.
Another objective of the new courses is
to expose the basic science student to the
techniques, capabilities and limitations of
Wettack and Norton both point out that
there are currently numerous fairly lucrative
job openings for engineers. In response to this
situation, recent years have witnessed a grow-
ing number of Hope freshmen expressing an.
interest in engineering. The liberal arts cur-
riculum provides ideal training for the
would-be engineer, Norton maintains, be-
cause the breadth of the educational experi-
ence results in a better perspective from which
to view complex problems:
"Engineers need to understand social prob-
lems. At the same time, not all problems in
this world have technical solutions. In fact,
most don't. Somewhere between the
humanistic and the technical approach,
there's a good working ground."
Increased opportunities for interaction be-
tween the college and the local industrial
community is a side-benefit of the new en-
gineering program at Hope, Wettack points
out. Workshops and seminars are envisioned
to allow area engineers to catch up on new
developments in the field. Norton also points
out the possibility of student interns working
on problem-solving projects in local firms.
High school students interested in en-
gineering are encouraged to take as much
math as possible. A good background in
chemistry and physics is also advised.
New Spectrometer
Enhances Hope
Science Program
November 6, 1978
A new dimension of Health Dynamics
began today. For the remainder of the semes-
ter we will be involved in some type of con-
tinual exercise program . We chose from three
different exercise areas — running, swimming
and dance.
Because I can't swim or dance too well, I
chose running. We met Gordon Brewer, our
instructor for running, in the gym today. He
spoke to a group of about 25, explaining objec-
tives for the remainder of the semester and
the proper techniques of running and jogging.
We will run on the track in the Dow Center
and to some parks outdoors.
engineers.
"Engineers have a mind-set all their own,"
claims Norton. "They're more pragmatic in
their approach to problems. The engineer is
more likely to work up an explanation on the
back of an envelope, to approximate things.
The chemist has been trained to be exacting.
Because today engineers are into just about
everything, it's important that the chemist or
the geologist learn to work together with
them.'
Hope recently received its newest addition
to a rapidly expanding number of quality
modem scientific instruments.
The delivery of the new Varian FT-80A
nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer,
having a value of nearly $100,000, places
Hope among a select number of universities in
its ability to serve the rapidly growing ana-
lytical needs of local and regional scientists.
Hope is the only four-year college in this
country to possess such sophisticated in-
strumentation, according to Dr. Michael P.
Doyle, chairman of the department of chemis-
try.
The newly-acquired instrament is
computer-controlled and provides analyses
for nearly 50 non radioactive chemical nuclei.
Purchased with a major funding contribu-
tion from the National Science Foundation,
the instrument will have a substantial impact
on research and development in diverse areas
of chemical and biochemical investigations. In
addition, the spectrometer will allow Hope to
enhance practical educational opportunities
for its students and to augment significantly
its service capabilities as a regional center for
instrumental utilization.
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DESSERT AT HOPE, TROUGH-STYLE: Student Congress recently staged a banana split ex-
travaganza to earn money for the expansion of the Phelps Hall dining room. For a cost
of $1, student could gain access to all the super-sundae they cared to eat. Hopeites went
through over 80 gallons of ice cream and the event brought in $113, according to Student
Congress President David Leenhouts. Student Congress is also sponsoring a Room
Deposit Pledge Drive and a Faculty Auction in an attempt to meet a $25,000 matching grant
from the Saga Food Service Corporation. The proposed expansion will increase the seating
capacity of the Phelps Hall dining room from 350 to 675, and provide new serving areas and
I
IThe formal dedicarion of the new Dow Health and Physical Educa-
tion Center occurred inside the spacious $3.6 million facility, but it was
an outdoors activity over-Homecoming weekend that truly demonstra-
ted the philosophy behind the building.
An estimated 700 people participated in the first Hope Run-Bike-
Swim, a marathon-of-sorts designed to appeal to the competitor
as well as the person interested in running, biking or swimming at the
recreational level.
Conceived by Glenn Van Wieren of the physical education faculty
and supported through a grant from ODL, Inc. of Zeeland, Mich., the
Run-Bike-Swim attracted the young and old, the fit and the not-so-fit.
Mother pushed infants in strollers along the one-mile run and/or
walk course. Another ingenious fellow covered the 10,000 meter com-
petitive running course on roller skates.
There was alot of splashing in Kresge Natatorium as competitors
raced 800 meters while others participated in a fitness fun swim.
Cyclists covered a 10,000 meter course while recreationalists fol-
lowed a 12-mile scenic lake tour.
Everyone went home a winner. The top finishers received wooden
shoe trophies (what else?) while all competitors received commemora-
tive Hope Run-Bike-Swim t-shirts and patches.
The positive response to the event has caused the physical education
staff to investigate the possibility of making it an annual Homecoming
weekend event.
DIKE-
SWIM
close-up
the oris A Continual Striving for Balance
by George Ralph
Chairman, Department of Theatre
Balance: surely one key principle in estab-
lishing any performing arts program. A single
theatre season must ensure balance in terms
of "light" versus "heavy" shows, a variety
with respect to comedy and tragedy and that
in-between range of what we tend to call sim-
ply "drama." And this balance must be
sought with both the theatre's particular pub-
lic and the capabilities of the company and
staff — here the students and their teachers,
directors and coaches— in mind. Of no little
significance in determining the appropriate
balance are budgetary considerations, and the
technical requirements of each production in a
season's series. (Fifty elaborate period cos-
tumes to be designed and constructed for each
of three shows in a row will kill off the mem-
bers of a costume department before the sea-
son is even well under way!)
Balance is a critical factor in planning be-
yond the single season. Since the middle of
our fall semester, Hope College's Theatre
Council (the faculty, staff, and elected student
representatives) has been at work to establish
both the 1978 summer repertory season and
the 1978-79 academic-year, or "winter," sea-
son. Of special concern in this process is pro-
viding our audience with a stimulating variety
of plays representing the best of contempo-
rary works and the important historical
periods of theatre history, as well as giving
our students experience in and exposure to an
educationally rich and informative range in
theatrical styles and traditions. To achieve the
latter purpose, the theatre department has for
the last several years checked its proposed
yearly season against a "four-year plan"
which specifies the kinds of productions every
student ought to have an opportunity to see as
part of his or her four-year undergraduate
liberal arts career.
And we have just this year addressed the
problem of balance in our program in another
respect. Our goal of bringing theatre of qual-
ity and variety to the campus and to the larger
Holland-area communities must always be
viewed against, or in the context of, our obli-
gation to train our major students in the arts
and skills which they will hope to develop
further in graduate programs or to ply out
there in the "real world." The four prod-
uctions we have mounted each academic year
recently have required that we begin to be
concerned with "polishing" our product for
our paying audience almost as soon as work
on each show has started. This series of
"opening" deadlines, of course, has severely
limited the time our staff and students have
had to explore a script, as well as created a
particularly exhausting schedule for both on-
stage and back-stage personnel.
In order not to short-change our students,
who thus early in their careers require time
for learning and artistic maturation, this year
we have reduced our public performance
commitments from four to two productions.
Each semester, as in the past, two productions
are "staged"; but the second show is not
scheduled for performance. The entire term
can be devoted to making discoveries about
the play and about the process of moving from
casting through rehearsal to the final per-
formed "product." At the option of the direc-
tor and the company, any of these plays may,
at the end of the working period, be presented
for a small audience, or for the general public.
But there is no longer the pressure to meet an
opening-night deadline, and the educational
worth of the experience may be acknowledged
and the show then simply dropped.
The benefits of the new system accrue also
to the productions scheduled for public per-
formance, in the longer period available for
their rehearsal, design, and construction. It is
expected that these productions will be of even
higher artistic quality as a result of this ap-
proach. And each of the productions can now
be given more performances than were possi-
ble under the former schedule.
To take advantage of the greater flexibility
allowed under the new program, two particu-
larly difficult and challenging dramas have
been chosen for the current season. In
November and December the Hope College
Theatre presented Henrik Ibsen's The Wild
Duck, during the year commemorating the
150th anniversary of the Norwegian
dramatist's birth. The student cast spent long
hours developing the complex characters and
their intricate interrelationships. Director,
designers, and actors together sought ways to
create for the audience both the theatrical
realism for which Ibsen as the "father of
modern realism" is famous and the sym-
bolism which he was increasingly at this point
in his career endeavoring to embody in his
work. The efforts were rewarded in the warm
reception which the audience gave to the
production.
This production also marked the beginning
of the Hope Theatre's Audience Education
Program. Three community leaders — Dr.
The results of such opportunities as these
can be seen in the careers of recent graduates
of the Hope theatre program. 1978 graduate
Mike Rice is currently resident lighting de-
signer for John Houseman's Drama Division
of the Juilliard School of the Arts. Beverly
Kerlikowski Dane since her graduation in
1977 has moved from copywriting to the posi-
tion of_ reporter-interviewer for Grand
Rapids' television Channel 8. Others of our
alumni are in graduate school (three of last
year's seniors participated at the national level
in the stiffly competitive auditions held by the
University/Resident Theatre Association), or
successfully pursuing careers in acting, direct-
ing, theatre management, design, or technical
theatre, in professional, community, and
James Cook of the Western Theological
Seminary faculty, Daniel Vander Ark of the
English staff at Holland Christian High
School, and Hope alumna Jackie Donnelly —
are exploring ways of assisting our audience
in coming to grips with social and ethical is-
sues raised in the plays presented in the col-
lege theatre. The discussion which they led
following the December 8 performance of The
Wild Duck explored the playwright's thema-
tic use of blindness and darkness, and the
question of whether a "life-lie" may be more
useful than knowing all truth.
The second-semester production, in late
March and early April, will be of The Tem-
pest. This late fanciful tragi-comedy of
Shakespeare's will call for an elaborate setting
and visual effects, and will employ original
music composed for Hope's production and
original choreography contributed by two
Scene from Wild Duck
educational theatre. We were gratified by the
recent Broadway debut of actor Tom
Stechschulte, graduate of Ohio State Univer-
sity, after his four years as a member of our
summer repertory company.
Our faculty, too, has been busy profession-
ally. Designer Richard Smith spent the past
summer as one of the two applicants from the
North American continent accepted into the
master class conducted by Czech scenograph-
er Josef Svoboda. Donald Finn is complet-
ing his two-year term as Regional Chairman
for the American College Theatre Festival.
Finn will direct The Tempest this spring, with
George Ralph again, as for past Shakespeare
productions, serving as vocal and interpretive
coach, and Smith taking responsibility for
scenic and costume design. Lighting designer
Michael Grindstaff, in addition to managing
the Hope College and Holland Concert As-
guest artists-in-residence who have yet to be sociation Great Performance Series, has°amecl served as lighting consultant for local busi-
The financial support provided through the nesses.
Hope Theatre Patrons Program makes possi- John Tammi, founding director of the Hope
ble such special projects as the guest theatre Summer Repertory Theatre, again served as
artist series, awards to students recognizing director for the 1977 and 1978 summer sea-
superior achievement in theatre art, and the sons. Tammi staged the recent production of
acquisition of technical equipment, as well as The Wild Duck. Patricia Vandenberg Blom,
general support of the Hope Summer Reper- newest member of the staff, serves as director
tory Theatre. The Patrons Program has been of the costume shop and laboratory and as
growing steadily— as has the newer Hope dance concert costume designer, and was head
Theatre Guild, an organization of community costume designer for the past summer theatre
men and women who provide such services as season . She is currently completing her doc-
hosting post-performance receptions, manag- to rate in costume design to be received from
ing a Guild store for the summer theatre, and the University of Michigan. Department
greeting and guiding new audience members chairman George Ralph plans to complete
at summer productions.. soon his doctoral dissertation, a comparative
Granting advanced design students the op- study of dramatizations of the Biblical Book of
portunity to take responsibility for major- Jonah.
season productions has been a policy of some Students and staff were pleased with Ad-
standing, and the tradition has continued this junct Professor Burr Tillstrom's recent return
year with senior Carol Anderson (a double art to the legitimate stage— with his creations
and theatre major) designing the setting and Kukla and Ollie! — to appear in Side By Side
senior Cindy Lee designing the costumes for By Sondheim.
The Wild Duck. Last year for the first time The challenges are always new. The arts are
student directors were given this same oppor- continually an exciting place to be. We in the
tunity, with the two second-semester shows theatre look forward to tomorrow's oppor-
staged respectively by seniors Susan Moored tunities for innovation, and the unanticipated
and Kevin Kelly . This spring senior Dan ways in which we will be required to establish
Huizenga will take a large share of this re- the "balance" which must govern the pursuit
sponsibility as assistant director for The Tern- of our several educational tasks.
I
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Prof. Del Michel (left) gives "Encounter with the Arts" students a close-up look at the hows
and whys of abstract art.
Arts Encounter Closes Gap
Between Artist-Public
Arts Calendar
JANUARY
19 Grand Rapids Woodwind Quintet; Withers Auditorium, 8 p.m.
25 Young Concert Artist; Robert Routch, homist; Withers Auditorium, 8 p.m.
FEBRUARY
1 Student Recital; Dimnent Chapel, 7 p.m.
2 Early Music Ensemble; Withers Auditorium, 8 p.m.
8 Young Concert Artist; Chang, Kogan, Carr Trio; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
9 Senior Recital: Tom Langejans, percussionist & Jan Poppen, soprano;
Withers Auditorium, 8 p.m.
11 Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Withers Auditorium, 4 p.m.
16 Senior Recital: Carolyn McCall, soprano; Withers Auditorium, 8 p.m.
18 Delta Omicron Musicale; Withers Auditorium, 4 p.m.
MARCH
1 Guest Recital; Barbara Lynn Norland, organist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
4 Guest Recital; William Kuiper, homist; Withers Auditorium, 4 p.m.
6 Great Performance Series; Ralph Votapek, pianist; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
8 Student Recital; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
11 Faculty Chamber Music Concert; Withers Auditorium, 4 p.m.
23,24 Play — The Tempest by Shakespeare; DeWitt Cultural Center, 8 p.m.
23 Senior Recital: Marie Montanari, flutist; Withers Auditorium, 8 p.m.
27,28,29,30,31 Play — The Tempest by Shakespeare; DeWitt Cultural Center, 8 p.m.
To hear a solo violinist. To see what hap-
pens when an abstract expressionist confronts
a blank canvas. To experience a theatre prod-
uction that's something other than Rodgers
and Hammerstein. To encounter the arts in a
direct way. To communicate the encounter.
These are among the goals set for students
in a course new this semester to Hope College.
"Encounter with the Arts" fills a curricular
gap between courses which deal with the his-
tory and theories of an art genre and courses
which call for the executing of an art form.
"1 think the title of the course describes our
objectives rather well," says Robert Cecil,
professor of music who shaped the new offer-
ing through a DenUyl Faculty Development
Grant.
"We have no grand illusions, but hope that
our students will develop a taste for the per-
forming arts — maybe even some that they
haven't been exposed to before."
The interdisciplinary course is team-taught
by Cecil, George Ralph of the theatre depart-
ment, John Wilson of the art department,
Stuart Sharp of the music department, and
Maxine DeBruyn of Hope's dance program.
ing the course of the semester. These experi-
ences provide what Wilson calls "the point of
departure" of -the course.
Lectures, readings, demonstrations, ex-
hibits and films seek to develop the student's
ability to experience the arts with some
knowledge and to reflect with critical judg-
ment.
"The critical audience is the right kind of
audience," maintains Sharp. "At the very
least, we want to help create an interested
audience."
The three-credit-hour course meets three
times each week. The total enrollment, ap-
proximately 60, hears a lecture on Mondays,
experiences an art event on Wednesdays and
on Fridays breaks up into small groups to
discuss the events. The schedule of events is
fluid and takes full advantage of artists
brought to campus through the Great Per-
formance Series and departmental programs.
Another requirement of the course is keep-
ing a journal to record a thoughtful analysis of
each art event.
"The student is encouraged to speak per-
sonally in the journal, but do so in-
'Our hope is to create an audience for the telligently," says Wilson.
arts by having students actually experience
the art form," says Ralph. "And we want
them to confront the arts not backstage, but
up front. It's performance and the visual arts
on exhibit to which we want them to be
exposed."
Cecil says that the new course fills a need
which has long been recognized on Hope's
campus. For years, faculty members have felt
that the attendance and general level of inter-
est in cultural events brought to campus was
not what it could be. Also, they believed stu-
dents had little opportunity for exposure to
faculty artists doing and speaking about their
work.
By enrolling in "Encounter with the Arts"
a freshman automatically becomes the
member of an audience. He is exposed to a
weekly arts event during class periods and is
required to attend five additional events dur-
'An Alumnus Collects'
Featured in Gallery
An exhibition of American prints from the
collection of Orville Beattie '39 of Lake Forest,
111. was presented during December in the
DeWitt Center Art Gallery.
The exhibition, "An Alumnus Collects,”
was sponsored by the art department.
The show centers on the work of prominent
American printers of the 1930s and 1940s,
known as the "American Scene" painters,
such as John Stewart Curry, Grant Wood,
Thomas Hart Benton and Reginald Marsh. In
addition, the selection includes some earher
works, such as a number of Whistler's prints
and a Mary Cassatt.
Beattie is a member of the Hope College
"Encounter with the Arts" strives to create
a more interested, informed and critical audi-
ence. The faculty hopes to lessen some of the
distance between artist and general public
which marks today's world.
The "Encounter with the Arts" faculty
spends hours each week discussing matters of
theory and practice. All report that the team-
teaching experience has been rewarding, and
that they enjoy the opportunity to learn from
each other.
Currently plans are being made for an arts
encounter May Term course in England. The
course will follow roughly the same format as
the semester offering, although lectures will
be kept at a minimum and the arts events will
be densely scheduled.
William Shakespeare's
“a world of fantasy and magic’
March 23, 24, 27-31
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APRIL
12 Student Recital; Dimnent Chapel, 7 p.m.
20 Senior Recital: Mark Hulsebos, saxophonist; DeWitt Cultural Center, 8 p.m.
21 Great Performance Series; Grand Rapids Symphony Orchestra; Holland
Civic Center or Dow Center, 8 p.m.
29 Concert: Hope College Chapel Choir; Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
29 Concert: Hope College Band & Holland High School Band; Holland High
Auditorium; (afternoon)
30 Guest Recital: Baroque Ensemble; Wichers Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Vespers on the Air
Approximately 60 radio stations through-
out the country will broadcast a one hour tape
of this year's Christmas Vespers. You should
consult the station in your area for date and
time. Stations that had notified Hope College
of their intentions to broadcast the program as
of Dec. 1 were:
MICHIGAN
Adrian — WABJ/WQTE Grand Rapids — WCSG
Adrian — WLEN Harrison — WKKM
Ann Arbor — WNRS Holland — W)BL
Bad Axe— WEE W Holland— WHTC
Battle Creek— VVVVKU Houghton— WHDF
Bernen Springs— WAUS Houghton Lake— WHGR/W)GS
Caro— WKVO « WIDE Ironwood— W)MS
Coldwater — VVTVB Ishpeming— WLIPY
Detroit— WBFG Kalamazoo— WKPR
Detroit— WDRT Kalamazoo— VVKZO
Escanaba — VVBDN Lansing — WJ1M
Fremont— WSHN Lapeer — WTHM
Gaylord — YVATC Ludington — VVKLA
Gladwin — WJEBAVGMM Mason— VVUNN
Grand Haven— WGHN Midland— WMPX
Monroe— WYMO LOUISIANA
Mt. Pleasant — WCMU/WCML New Orleans — WWNO
Muskegon— WQWQ
Muskegon — SKJR
Newberry — WNBY
Novi— WOVI
Plymouth— WSDP
Port Huron— WORW
Rogers City— WHAK
Royal Oak— WEXL
South Haven — WJOR
Tawas City — VVIOS
Three Rivers — WLKM
West Branch — WBMB
Ypsilanti — WYFC
Zeeland— WZND
FLORIDA
Tallahassee — WFSU
HAWAII
Honolulu — KA1M
ILLINOIS
Chicago— WBHI
INDIANA
Notre Dame — WSND
MISSOURI
St. Louis — KSLH
NEBRASKA
Omaha — KIOS
NEW MEXICO
Las Cruces — KRWG
OHIO
Akron— WAUP
Cincinnati — WGUC
WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston — WSCW
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee— WFMR
NORTH DAKOTA
Belcoun Keya
the arts
off-campus studies Contract for Self-determination
at the Center for Southern Folklore and one of her assignments was to photograph this event.
Gayle Boss, a senior from Charlevoix,
Mich., is enrolled in a little-used but signifi-
cant option in the Hope College degree pro-
gram. This alternative program for self-
directed students, the contract curriculum,
may replace certain requirements in a majors
program, or, in its broadest use, may replace
the College's general core curriculum re-
quirements.
According to Registrar John Huisken, it's
possible to use the contract curriculum
throughout almost the entire college career or
for a single semester's project. A special
committee must grant approval for the con-
tracts.
"The contract curriculum rests on several
assumptions," notes Huisken. "First, there
are some students who are not only capable
of, but also eager for more self-determination
in their education. Second, the current pre-
supposition that students ought to leant
broadly at first and then proceed to greater
and greater specialization is not necessarily
valid for all students."
This semester Gayle is learning off-campus
at the Center for Southern Folklore in Mem-
phis, T enn . , a non-profit organization for the
purpose of recording — largely on film, thus
far — southern culture and history via per-
sonal perspectives. The Center's two founders
say that America is at the beginning of the end
of an era and that within two decades "the last
voices of pre-industrial culture will be wiped
out." With a full and part-time staff of just 12
members, the Center is racing against time in
its attempt to capture on film people such as
Othar Turner, a black cane fife maker and
player, and Ray Lum, a mule trader (who died
shortly after the Center had filmed his recol-
lections).
Gayle reports that she has been involved in
the day-to-day operations of the Center, in-
cluding the editing of a promotional slide-tape
presentation recently shown at the Memphis
Arts Academy, and interviewing Memphis
senior citizens in an oral history project.
The use of mass media to tell "people
stories" is what first attracted Gayle to the
work of the Center. A mass-communication
major, she hopes to eventually record Michi-
gan folklore using techniques like those of the
Center. While in Memphis she is also shoot-
ing footage of local jazz clubs as an indepen-
dent project.
Gayle describes her semester as "one of
constant activity and responsibility," and be-
lieves her experience to be "a good example of
Hope College's commitment to tailor its pro-
grams to the needs of the individual."
Further information on the contract cur-
riculum program may be obtained from Jon
Huisken, registrar, Hope College, Holland, .
Mich. 49423 (616) 392-5111, ext. 2021.
£
The following story on the Louisville Pro-
gram continues a News from Hope College
series on domestic, off-campus study oppor-
tunities for Hope students.
"Hope students participating in the Louis-
ville semester have extraordinary oppor-
tunities to see up close what it takes to be a
medical student in a psychiatric setting," says
Dr. Philip Van Eyl, chairman of the psychol-
ogy department which has responsibility for
coordinating the IV2 -year-old Louisville
Semester program. ,
The Louisville program is designed for ad-
vanced students in psychology, sociology,
biochemistry, microbiology and pre-med
programs. Since Louisville General Hospital
is located in the inner city, there are also
opportunities to become involved in urban
mental health and human services problems
relating to the courts, while gaining experi-
ence in psychiatric services.
Van Eyl notes that students have access to
patients' files, attend staff meetings and
seminars, accompany doctors on their
rounds, and have involvement in daily group
therapy sessions.
According to Dr. Herbert Wagemaker '52,
director of inpatient psychiatry at Louisville
General whose research into schizophrenia is
receiving national attention in medical jour-
nals as well as network TV, Hope students are
restricted only from administering physical
and neurological exams; otherwise they enjoy
the same status as medical students. In fact,
tor" by hospital patients.
Dr. Wagemaker, who was the in-
itiator of the program, emphasizes the pro- i f
gram's urban setting; "The intent is to expose
Christian students to the prospect of inner-
city medical work, nursing work, pastoral
work, counseling, and so on. We take
middle-class kids and expose them to an inner
city environment and we try to show them
ways to work in that environment."
"Dr. Wagemaker very much believes in the
holistic approach to health," notes Dr. Leslie
Beach, professor of psychology and Hope's
liaison to the Louisville program. "He be-
lieves that treatment must be medical,
psychological and spiritual, because these are
interlinked dimensions of health."
The program operates on a year-round
basis. Interns are required to spend at least
eight weeks at Louisville. A total of 12 credit
hours are earned, with an additional four cred-
its possible through an independent study.
Students in Louisville arrange for their own
housing, but receive extensive help in this
matter from Wagemaker. Students from
Wheaton and Gordon Colleges also participate.
"Clinical psychology is a very popular
career choice among undergraduates, but it's y
a tough profession to get into," notes Dr. Van
Eyl. "Few institutions of our size and type can
offer such practical experiences at an early
point in the student's academic career, and it's
even rarer to have the means by which to offer
these experiences in a large city. It's a good i
program and it's an adaptable program. We're f
the anchorman
He is the first to know who is going to win The Pull.
Either the rope is piling up behind him or it is slipping through
his fingers, ever so close to the knot that denotes the end.
His morale girl has to be someone special, too. In addition to
wiping her man's sweaty brow she is often his physical support
as he attempts to keep the rope taut.
The 81st annual Pull was unique. New rules limited the length
of time of the tug-of-war to more than three hours. The rule was
instituted after the 1977 Pull set a record for length.
The freshmen prevailed this year, gaining the entire length of
rope just four minutes shy of the maximum three hour length.
the pull
»Lots of Company on Campus
Each issue of News from Hope College this
year is providing an up-to-date look at vari-
ous aspects of campus life and student ser-
vices. This issue focuses on residential life.
When you get right down to basics, living
on campus means having a bed, mattress,
desk, chair, closet, telephone and key to call
your own. Plus at least half a room to contain
them all.
And this semester Hope is "using every
stick of furniture and every room that we
have," reports Bruce Johnston, assistant dean
of students.
With over 1,600 beds filled, Hope's resi-
dence halls are at capacity and even a bit be-
yond, according to Johnston.
Hope's tight housing situation is duplicated
on campuses across the country, says a recent
apartment living in Holland, says Johnston.
Monthly rents range from $125 up to $275 for
two-bedroom apartments. These figures,
combined with ever-increasing utility rates
and the costs of setting up a household, have
made off-campus living financially unattrac-
tive for many.
Johnston also cites a change in students'
attitudes as contributing to the retum-to-
campus movement:
"Students in the late 1960s and early '70s at
most campuses were concerned with estab-
lishing their independence. Today we're see-
ing a shift in attitude. Students say, 'I'm here
and I'm here to study and get good grades.'
The academic rigor demanded by this new
attitude makes it desirable to have things pro-
vided."
report in The Chronicle of Higher Education.
Although residence halls at most colleges are
overflowing, the crowding is expected to be
short-lived and most housing officials have no
plans to increase their residence hall
capacities.
Hope has been able to house more students
than ever before because this year rooms
opened up in the old health clinic cottage (the
clinic is now located in the new Dow Center)
and the chaplain's house was vacated by the
move of Chaplain William C. Hillegonds to a
pastorate in Pella, Iowa. However, Johnston
says that next summer the College will lose
approximately 75 beds when Zwerrier Hall is
scheduled to be torn down. This small men's
dorm is owned by Hope's neighbor, Western
Theological Seminary. A cooperative agree-
ment allowed Hope to house overflow stu-
dents there. However, the seminary is cur-
rently engaged in an expansion program
which calls for the demolition of Zwemer
Hall.
To compensate for this projected loss of
beds, Hope has arranged to lease an apartment
complex located on the comer of 9th St. and
Columbia Ave. The complex contains 12
two-bedroom apartments. Johnston antici-
pates that these living units, like the
College-owned Brumler Apartments, will be
popular choices for "students who are seeking
a little more independence and yet don't want
to have to deal with a leaky faucet or other
maintenance problems themselves."
Although the great majority of Hope stu-
dents have always lived on campus, the
number of college residents has swelled in
recent years largely because of rising costs of
Another contributing factor to the popular-
ity of on-campus living has been a conscien-
tious effort in recent years to make Hope's
dorms and cottages more pleasant places to '
work and live.
"Our emphasis has been not to just provide
bed and board, but also to provide activities
that enrich the on-campus experience," says
Johnston. He also points to "the quality" of
the residence hall staff (see story above).
Minor annoyances — like broken screens,
clogged drains and burned-out light bulbs —
receive the most prompt attention possible,
says the assistant dean.
"Our maintenance service is now well-
coordinated and an extra effort is made to
quickly get at those little things that frustrate
students."
An attempt has been made to put space in
the dorms to better use. Some basement
rooms have now been furnished with carrels
for study. The use of lobbies is encouraged
and they are available around the clock.
Carpeting.was installed last year in the cor-
ridors of Kollen Hall, and plans are to also
carpet halls in Phelps and other dorms.
Johnston notes that carpet not only cuts down
on noise but also helps create a "homey"
atmosphere.
Students like the carpeting but also note
that it has eliminated Kollen's most popular
dorm prank — the "fanny slide" which calls
for the movement of a student from one end
of a well-watered hall to the other in a sitting
position.
Although at major universities the life of
residence hall furnishings is calculated to be
about 10 years, Hope's furniture is apparently
sturdier than average. There has been some
routine replacement, but most of the furni-
ture purchased during the dorm expansion of
the late 50's and 60's is still in use. Johnston
says that because new dorm furniture is gen-
erally of poor quality, consideration is being
given to refinishing, rather than replacing,
what's currently in use.
Moreover, the "loft movement" of recent
years (students build wood frames to support
their mattresses within a few feet of the ceil-
ing) means that most of Hope's beds are going
to last longer because they aren't being used.
Another fairly recent innovation at Hope
has been dorms in which men and women
occupy different floors or wings of the
facility. Johnston says these dorms have been
very successful because "the atmosphere is
more relaxed" and there's "less mystique"
regarding what goes on in dorms peopled by
members of the opposite sex.
The following is a list of housing options at
Hope:
Brumler Apartments (women) Apartments
housing either four or two upperclass
women.
Cottages (either men or women) Houses
primarily assigned to upperclass students
and organizations with 4-15 resi-
dents each. Hope houses students in 27 ,
cottages.
Durfee Hall (men) and Gilmore (women)
Smaller conventional halls, housing ap-
proximately 100 each.
Dykstra (women) Large hall arranged in clus- V
ters, housing 284 students.
Fraternity Complex (men) Housing for mem-
bers of those frats, and others when there's
a room.
Kollen Hall Large Hall housing men and
women in separate wings, approximately
290 total.
Lichty (women) Small residence hall, housing
50 upperclass women.
Phelps Hall Large residence hall, hous-
ing 165 men and women on separate j.floors. >
Van Vleck Hall (women) Hope's historical t
landmark, housing 40 women.
Zwemer Hall (men) Single and double rooms
for 75 men. Owned by Western Theologi-
cal Seminary and might not be available
for '79-80 school year.
On-Campus Living
t
"Campus living is important for the learn- RA. Each staff member has some responsibil-
ing experiences. It teaches you how to live ity for the upkeep of the dorm. But the pri-
with different kinds of people who are used to mary respoftibihty is to help students adjust
different lifestyles and backgrounds," ex- and deal with college life,
plains Elaine Van Liere, coordinator of resi- According to Bruce Johnston, assistant
dential life. "Even the conflicts that arise in dean of students, RAs are people who are f
residence halls between hallmates and room- leaders or have the potential for leadership
mates are a learning experience. I encourage and can develop a democratic structure on his
students to move around and 117 out different or her floor or cottage,residences." Each year prospective RAs are chosen on
The experiences and unique environments the basis of a written apphcation, an inter- .
are not totally due to the buildings. Each dorm view, and a recommendation from a head res-
has a head resident, and resident assistants ident and RA.
(RAs) living on each floor. Some dorms have "I really pay attention to the head resident
assistant head residents. Cottages have one and RA recommendation," says Johnston.
Hard to B om's Food
Wm 1 1 pppili lil
Artist's conception shows proposed Phelps Hall dining room renovation project. College officials hope to have work underway in spring
of 1979 so enlarged dining room is ready for next school year. Work is expected to cost $750,000. See related picture on page two.
Part of Learning Experience
"They know the applicant in everyday situa-
tions better than we know them after an
interview."
Staff selection begins during second semes-
ter. Johnston describes the training program
as a selection process. Applicants meet with a
selection committee over a period of three
weeks. According to Johnston, groups engage
in exercises that measure the degree of one's
extroversion and focus on team building and
assertiveness training.
"We ask them what kind of atmosphere
they will set up. Hopefully it will be one of
openness and community," adds Johnston.
In the fall the staff arrives on campus one
week before the freshmen. They attend daily
informative seminars presented by campus
service offices such as Public Safety, the
Health Clinic or the Counseling Center. Also
during that week, the staffs of the various
residences have an opportunity to get better
acquainted.
Learning to work together as a staff is im-
portant.. Individual staff members draw sup-
port and affirmation from each other.
Kollen Hall RA Nancy Geldersma com-
mented that, "We may not all agree on the
best way to handle problems, but we back each
other all the way."
Staff members define their roles differently
but have one thing in common — a desire to be
with and serve people.
"You don't do this work for the money,"
commented head resident Char Wierenger. "I
do it because I love young people."
"My role is to be a person of service to the
residents. It's not to be a mother — but it is.
We are responsible for everything — we're
reference persons," explained Geldersma. "I
don't perceive being an RA as a job. It's just
life, living with people and learning to grow
with them."
The staff is responsible for initiating activi-
ties among residents especially during the
first few weeks. Johnston gives a lot of credit
to the students for making the residential ex-
perience a growing and fun time.
"The students here are fantastic. They
work with each other, care about each other,
and help each other out," says Johnston.
Most of the dorms have councils that plan
activities, money-raising projeas and parties.
Residents elect representatives or volunteer
their time for weekly meetings. A dorm study
break complete with entertainment and Saga
cookies, a hayride or inter-dorm parties re-
sult.
Living in the dorm is important because, as
Van Liere explains it, it helps students
grow up fast, in a situation that is unique to a
particular time in one's life. Making sure that
the experience is a growing one is no simple
task.
"Our philosophy is to help the student be-
come what he or she wants to become," con-
cludes Johnston.
When it comes to eating, the atmosphere is
usually just as important as what's on the
plate, says Steve Hiligan, director of Hope's
Saga food service.
That's why this year Hiligan sees complete
diner satisfaction as an almost impossible
thing to achieve.
"The student starts out by waiting 10 min-
utes to go through the line. Then with our
present line system, the chances are the food
won't be as hot as it should be when he or she
finally gets it. Then the student has to wait to
get a seat. And once they're seated, there's
other students almost breathing down their
necks waiting for a seat."
Little wonder there's a great deal of antici-
pation toward the expansion of Phelps dining
room, scheduled to be complete by the begin-
ning of the 1979-80 academic year. The pro-
posed $750,000 expansion will increase the
seating capacity of the dining room from 350
to 675. Plans call for four dining areas, a new
"scatter system" serving area and some new
food preparation facilities. A smaller dining
room in Durfee Hall will continue to be used
on a limited scale.
Complaints about the food service on a
campus seem to be as predictable as com-
plaints about exams. Yet, Hiligan takes them
seriously because he believes "something is
being said in every complaint.".
In order to leam more about student opin-
ion regarding menus and service, once a
month a Saga food committee visits a dorm
meeting. Hiligan says the staff always tries to
hear out and be responsive to the preference of
their customers.
For example, a growing interest in veg-
etarianism on Hope's campus has resulted in
Saga offering a meatless entree at nearly
every meal. A growing health awareness
among students has also resulted in increased
consumption of lowfat milk, yogurt and
salads.
Saga posts the nutritional and caloric in-
formation of daily main entrees to enable stu-
dents to be informed eaters.
Compliments, as well as complaints, are
received and the Saga staff considers the fol-
lowing (recently received) a classic:
"Congratulations are in order. We went to
- University this weekend and found a
food service worse than ours. Keep up the
good work!"
Students enjoy flexibility in their eating
plans. Hope offers three meal plans: 21, 15 or
10 meals per week. The 15-meal plan is "by
far the most popular," Saga reports, with 810
of Hope's 1740 boarders electing it. The 15-
meal plan is especially attractive for students
with off-campus jobs, or for those who fre-
quently spend weekends away from campus.
It also allows students to indulge periodically
in a pizza or hamburger-and-fries meal at a
local restaurant.
It's important to have variety in both food
and atmosphere, Hiligan believes. Each
month Saga stages a "pace changer event,"
such as a recent South Seas Cruise Special, an
Eggs Benedict Breakfast Special, or a picnic in
the Pine Grove. A Saturday night steak spe-
cial is a weekly attraction.
An unlimited second helpings policy as-
sures that no Hope student need leave the
dining room hungry. The food service en-
tourages a "take one and come back for
more" policy to minimize waste.
Catering to individual preference is an im-
possibility when feeding so many students. A
Saga cook says that paprika, oregano and gar-
lic are the herbs used in greatest volume in the
kitchen, and for every student who finds a
meal too seasoned, another will find it too
bland. But the Saga staff strives to maintain a
middle ground.
The most popular entrees among Hope stu-
dents are French dip sandwiches and lasagna.
Ice cream is the favored dessert and Hope
students consume approximately 1,000 •gal-
lons of it each month. A self-serve soft ice
cream machine in Phelps Dining room is espe-
cially popular.
Saga's goal is to provide good food and good
service. It's a realistic attitude which recog-
nizes Saga's potentials and limitations. For, as
Hiligan puts it, "We try hard, but we can't
insight
campus scene
Nykerk H|<
Author Ann Hungerford is a reporter for
the Holland (Mich.) Sentinel where this arti-
cle originally appeared.
Boyfriends and parents pace restlessly around
the fringes, circling the mob of young women
content with consoling and congratulating >
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You can't tell the winners from the losers
even with a program.
Tears cry the same.
In the minds of nearly 500 Hope women
who participated in the annual Nykerk Cup in
the Civic Center Nov; 4, there were no losers.
To retain the philosophy that winning is the
only thing is anti-Nykerk sentiment.
All that counts is "meeting in the middle,"
a long-time tradition of screeching pan-
demonium, unsquelched tears, and near-
violent bear hugs.
Better advice to all civilians in the crowd
might be "don't get caught in the middle."
ceremony.
Only later do males and elders dare wade
into the humanity decked with navy skirts
and sweaters and white gloves to join in thee
celebration. r
Were Hope College to write its own dictio-
nary, it's certain that one more interpretation
would be added to the lengthy definitions of
love: Nykerk.
For three weeks freshmen and sophomore'
women, whether in play, song, or presenta-I
tion, speak of little else. Comraderie grows’
with each day and, despite the competition,
support flows from the sophomores to
freshmen. Respect lingers everywhere.
Created in part to provide opportunities te
upperclassmen for leadership, Nykerk does-
just that.
Only on the evening of Nykerk, do
coaches, gowned in long dresses and carrying
bouquets, take a bow. To them falls the re-
sponsibility for selecting plays, songs and
overseeing presentations of the youngerclassmen. t
Another appealing aspect of Nykerk is the
mystery and many prevail.
Who, for instance, won what remains
forever a secret. Only a class is announced
victor. No specific winners for any division,
are declared.
Other mysteries mount in the minds of the
audience. Where do sophomore men get the
money to rent tuxedoes?
Who stocks 400 or more pairs of white
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gloves? Is that a question probed on admit-
tance applications for women? "Do you have
your own pair of white gloves?"
And how does a class put on a short play or
skit with a budget of only $100 ? That query is
more easily answered. By using last season's
turkey feathers, naturally. (Perhaps a little
more game than preferred but nevertheless
reusable).
As in other years, the animals stole the
show. And today's most beloved animal.
Snoopy, took this year's scene stealing prize.
Portrayed by Nancy Edwards, freshman
from Grand Rapids, Snoopy pranced about
the stage in a production number "Supper-
time" from "You're a Good Man, Charley
Brown."
Despite her lack of experience, (Miss Ed-
wards has never before appeared on stage),
the chemistry/bio major displayed an un-
canny sense of timing and control on stage,
eliciting roars and spontaneous applause from
the standing-room-only crowd.
"I'm a ham," she explained her ease
onstage following Nykerk presentations. "I
wasn't scared. I was just happy and excited."
formers met the challenge with an allegory of
the Biblical creation, "The Genesis of Nar-
nia," adapted from C. S. Lewis.
Freshman Cathy Krueger of LeMesa, Ca.
and sophomore Melissa Raak of Kalamazoo,
Mich, presented speeches on "Loneliness."
"Mass media convinces us that everyone
else is happy since society sees loneliness as a
weakness," Miss Raak stated. "Few dare to
say 1 am lonely, meaning I am unwanted."
Miss Krueger explained that "even college
can be a lonely place. There are people all
around us but no one really knows us. I don't
believe there is one root cause for loneliness."
Nykerk opened with the freshman song,
"Climb Every Mountain."
The sophomore song group sang "He Ain't
Heavy . . . He's My Brother."
Following Nykerk tradition, song girls re-
main primly seated throughout the entire
evening, even during the intermission.
Those demands are in sharp contrast to the
formally dressed "morale guys" who act as a
cheering section throughout the evening.
"I'm glad it's over," one exhausted song
girl, held in her mother's embrace, sighed
after the pandemonium had subsided.
For the few to whom it matters and for the
record, the sophomores won.
compus scene
sports Fall Sports Garner Two Crowns
The orange-and-blue again had an outstand-
ing fall sports season, winning two Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletic Association (MIAA)
championships while finishing no worse than
third in any of the men's activities.
The women officially started competing on
a league basis against MIAA opponents this
fall. The volleyball team won two major tour-
naments, including the MIAA post-season
event, while the field hockey team finished
fifth.
The Dutchmen own a commanding lead in
the MIAA all-sports race after fall competi-
tion. Hope has 42 points followed by Albion
with 31, Kalamazoo 26, Olivet 22, Calvin 21,
Alma 15, and Adrian 11. The Dutchmen are
seeking their first MIAA all-sports cham-
pionship since 1966-67.
Quarterback Mark Spencer became first MIAA
freshman in five years to earn league honors
CROSS COUNTRY
The Dutch harriers won their sixth straight
MIAA championship and finished 15th in the
NCAA Division III national meet.
The league championship was the seventh
in eight years for coach Bill Vanderbilt's
charges who have posted an outstanding 46-2
dual meet record during that span.
Hope became the first MIAA team to qual-
ify for the nationals by finishing fourth in the
Great Lakes Regional. Junior Dick Northuis
of Grand Haven, Mich, finished 27th out of
over 200 runners in the nationals.
Northuis and senior Mark Ongley of North
East, Pa. were named to the all-league team.
Northuis was elected the team's most valuable
runner while Ongley was selected by his
teammates as most improved.
FIELD HOCKEY
The field hockey team finished fifth in the
MIAA race with a 1-4-1 record while posting
a 4-10-1 overall mark.
Seniors Beth Van Klompenbergof Holland,
Mich. andSueGebhartofSt. Louis, Mo. were
elected co-most valuable players. Gebhart led
the team in scoring with seven goals.
FOOTBALL
The football team tied or established 13
school records enroute to posting an 8-1 re-
cord and winning the MIAA Championship
for the third time in six years.
Hope has enjoyed a school-record seven
straight winning seasons in football under
coach Ray Smith whose teams have an excel-
lent 58-21-2 mark in the nine years under his
leadership.
Hope entered the season an underdog,
primarily because of an inexperienced offen-
sive unit. An outstanding defensive corps kept
the Dutchmen in several of its games, finish-
ing third in the nation among NCAA Division
II schools in rushing defense while posting
four shutouts.
The season finale (a 31-13 win over
Kalamazoo) marked the last game at River-
view Park, home of the Dutchmen since the
early 1920s. Next year Hope will be playing at
a new $1 million municipal stadium.
.... .......... .....
Members of soccer team celebrate goal by Bob Shoemaker.
Sophomore kicker Greg Bekius of
Whitehall, Mich, was involved in seven of the
school records while freshman quarterback
Mark Spencer of Traverse City, Mich, inkeda
new mark for pass completions and junior
punter Henry Loudermilk of Brunswick, Me.
set a new standard for punting average in a
season.
Bekius completed his second straight sea-
son without missing an extra point conversion
kick (PAT). He has booted 53 consecutive
PATs, just 22 short of the alltime NCAA
small college record.
Senior linebacker Tim Lont of Grand
Rapids, Mich, was elected co-most valuable
player in the MIAA. Described by Smith as
the finest linebacker he has ever coached, Lont
spearheaded a defense that limited its oppo-
nents to only 53.2 yards per game rushing.
Senior Doug Koopman of Overisel, Mich,
and Steve Prediger of Muskegon, Mich, were
elected co- winners of the Allen C. Kinney
memorial award which is given by the coachT
ing staff on the basis of maximum overall
contribution to the team.
Ten Hope players were named to the alU
MIAA team. Picked for the offensive honor
squad were tackle Craig Groendyk, a junior
from Jenison, Mich. ; guard John Hartman, a
senior from Wyoming, Mich. ; tight end Kent
Suckecki, a senior from Grand Haven, Mich. ;
Spencer and Bekius. Spencer was the first
freshman to be honored since 1973. Named to
the defensive all-league team were interior
linemen Tim Johnson of Kentwood, Mich,
and Kurt Droppers of Franklin Lakes, N.J.;
Lont, Prediger and Loudermilk.
Hope stormed to its sixth straight MIAA cross country championship.
MIAA Fall Standings
FOOTBALL SOCCER VOLLEYBALL
12
MIAA Overall W L
W L W L w L T Adrian 6 0
HOPE 5 0 8 1 Calvin y 0 1 Calvin 5 1
Adrian 4 1 6 3 HOPE 7 2 1 Olivet 3 3
Kalamazoo 3 2 6 2 Kalamazoo 5 3 2 HOPE 3 3
Albion 2 3 4 5 Albion 3 6 1 Kalamazoo 3 3
Olivet 1 4 2 7 Olivet 3 6 1 Alma 1 5
Alma 0 5 4 5 Alma . 0 10 0 Albion 0 6
CROSS COUNTRY GOLF FIELD HOCKEY
W L Pts. W L T
HOPE 6 0 Olivet 76 Albion 4 0 • 2
Albion 5 1 Albion 62 Alma 4 0 2
Calvin 4 2 HOPE 46 Calvin 3 1 2
Alma 3 3 Kalamazoo 37 Olivet 2 2 2
Kalamazoo 2 4 Alma 32 HOPE 1 4 1
Olivet 1 5 Calvin 24 Kalamazoo 1 4 1
Hope ended with a nationally ranked defensive record against the rush. Junior Steve
Bratschie stymies a Kalamazoo College runner's attempt at a gain. _
J.
Sue Williams serves-up spike under watchful eye of teammate Jean Wilkening.
H-Club Honors
Cagers, Harriers
The alumni H-Club honored two groups of
former athletes during their annual
Homecoming luncheon.
Honored guests were members of the
1958-59 basketball squad and the cross coun-
try teams frofn 1971 through 1977, according
to Gordon Brewer, director of men's athletics.
Many regard the Hope basketball team of
1958-59 as the best in the College's history.
The team posted a 20-3 record enroute to the
MIAA championship and the NCAA Great
Lakes Regional championship.
Team members have been active in those
years and have made their mark in society.
Captain Paul Benes, John Kleinheksel, and
Rich Baker hold divinity degrees and are ac-
tive in the ministry. Dr. Daryl Siedentop is a
professor in the graduate school of physical
education at the Ohio State University. Dr. C.
Warren Vanderhill is director of the univer-
sity honors program in history at Ball State
University. Dr. William Vanderbilt is chair-
man of the department of physical education,
recreation & athletics at Hope. Wayne Vri-
esman is vice president of WGN Continental
Broadcasting Company in Chicago. Darrell
Beernink is an actuary with State Farm Life
Insurance Company of Bloomington, 111.
Norm Schut is a teacher and varsity basketball
coach with the Zeeland, Mich. Public Schools.
Rolland Schut is ah eighth grade science
teacher in Carmel, Calif., while Don Boyink
is a high school social studies teacher in Spring
Lake, Mich. Ray Ritsema is owner and presi-
dent of the Universal Equipment Company,
furniture distributors, in Raleigh, N.C. Al
Bursma is director of marketing for the D.C.
Heath Company of Boston, Mass, and Bob
Reid is with the National Gypsum Company
in Mansfield, Ohio.
The Hope cross country teams from 1971
through 1977 compiled the most outstanding
won-lost record of all Hope sports teams. Dur-
ing that period the Dutch runners recorded a
40-2 record in dual meets and captured the
MIAA championship six out of seven years.
Greg Daniels, Phil Ceeley, Stuart Scholl, and
Lou Hoekstra were named the league's most
valuable runners. Scholl received the honor in
both 1974 and 1975. Bill Vanderbilt had the
distinction of being honored with the 1958-59
basketball team and also as coach of the cross
country teams.
"Hope College proudly salutes these
scholar-athletes who have accepted the re-
sponsibility of serving with distinction the
citizenry of community and country,'' said
Brewer.
Hope Hosts Holiday
Basketball Tournament
Hope will host a four team holiday invi-
tational basketball tournament Dec. 29-30
at the Holland Civic Center.
First round action on Dec. 29 will pit John
Wesley College of Owosso, Mich, against
Trinity Christian College of Palos Heights,
111., followed by a game between the host
Flying Dutchmen and Dordt College of Sioux
Center, la. Games are scheduled for 6 and
8 p.m.
The losers from the first night will
square off at 6 p.m. on the 30th, followed
by the championship game at 8 p.m.
Men's athletic director Gordon Brewer said
complimentary tickets for church youth
groups are available for the tournament.
He also noted that group tickets are available
for home games on Jan. 6 and 10. Interested
group sponsors should contact the athletic
department at 616-392-5111, ext. 3270.
GOLF
The golf team finished third under a new
league format in which each school hosted a
mini-tournament of all MIAA teams during
the course of the season.
Olivet won its first golf championship since
1940 with 76 points while Albion was run-
nerup with 62 and Hope had 46.
Junior Lou Czanko of Kentwood, Mich, and
sophomore Jamie Drew of Bloomfield Hills,
Mich, were named to the all-MIAA second
team. Czanko was elected the team's most
valuable player for the third straight year.
SOCCER
The Flying Dutchmen came on late in the
season to gain second place in the MIAA
standings while posting an overall 10-4-1 re-
cord.
Hope was undefeated in its last seven
games, including a scoreless tie with league
champion Calvin.
Seniors Gary Hutchins of Flint, Mich, and
Juan Ramirez of Holland, Mich, were elected
to the all-MIAA first team while senior Kurt
Beereboom of Old Line, Conn., senior Re’nze
Hoeksema of Holland, Mich, and senior
David Johnson of Hinsdale, 111. earned second
team recognition.
Hutchins was votpd the team's most valu-
able player while sophomore Gordon Herwig
of Fairlawn, N.J. was chosen most improved.
Beereboom and junior Jim Dejulio of Al-
bany, N.Y. shared individual scoring honors
with eight goals apiece. Dejulio now has 31
career goals, just seven shy of the alltime
school record held by Bruce Van Voorst '75.
VOLLEYBALL
Two championships in major tournaments
highlighted the volleyball season.
The Dutch opened the season by winning
the small college division of the Wayne State
University Tournament and concluded the
year by taking first place in the MIAA tour-
ney. In between they posted a 3-3 MIAA dual
meet record to finish fourth in the standings.
Senior Cheryl Burke of Cedar Rapids, la.
and junior Jos Mand of Dublin, Ohio were
elected co-most valuable players while senior
Tammy Schuiling of Grand Rapids was
selected most improved.
Winter Sports Schedules
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Fri. & Sat. Dec. 29-30 HOPE HOLIDAY TOURNEY
Sat., Jan. 6 DYKE, 8 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 10 ALMA, 8 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 13 at Albion, 3 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 17 PURDUE-IND1ANAPOLIS, 8 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 20 at Calvin, 3 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 24 at Olivet, 8 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 27 KALAMAZOO, 8 p.m.
'Wed., Jan. 31 ADRIAN, 8 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 7 at Alma, 8 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 10 ALBION, 3 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 14 at Aquinas, 8 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 17 CALVIN, 8 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 21 OLIVET, 8 p.m.
'Sat., Feb. 24 at Kalamazoo, 3 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 28 at Adrian, 8 p.m.
Home games played at Holland Civic Center.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Mon., ]an. 8
Thurs., Jan. 1 1
Mon.. Jan. 15
Thurs., Jan. 18
Sat., Jan. 20
Wed., Jan. 24
Mon., Jan. 29
Wed.^ Jan. 31
Sat., Feb. 3
Wed., Feb. 7
Sat., Feb. 10
Tues., Feb. 13
Thurs., Feb. 15
Sat,, Feb. 17
Mon., Feb. 19
Sat., Feb. 24
Thurs.-Sat., March
Home games played
GRAND RAPIDS )C. 7 p.rr
NAZARETH, 7 p.rr
at Aquinas, 7 p.rr
KALAMAZOO, 7 p.rr
at Calvin, 1 1 a.rr
OLIVET, 7 p.rr
ALMA, 7 p.rr
at Glen Oaks, 5:30 p.rr
at Nazareth, 1 p.rr
AQUINAS, 7 p.rr
at Albion, I p.m
Grand Valley, 7 p.m
at Alma, 7 p.m
SPRING ARBOR, I p.m
at Adrian, 7 p.m
WMIAA Tourney at Alma; All Da1-3 SMA1AW Toume
at Dow Center.
New L-shaped pool in Dow Health and Physical Education Center is allowing Hope
to offer men's and women's intercollegiate swimming program for the first time.
WRESTLING MEN'S SWIMMING WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Sat., Jan. 20 at Alma, 1 p.m.
Thurs., Jan. 5 at Calvin, 7 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 27 at Grand Rapids Baptist, 10 a m.
Wed., Jan. 31 CALVIN « VALPARAISO. 3:30 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 3 at Grand Valley Tournament, 10 a m.
Wed., Feb. 7 at Olivet. 7 p.m.
Fn.-Sat. Feb. 9-10 at Wheaton Tournament, 5 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 14 KALAMAZOO. 7 p.m.
Sat.. Feb. 17 at Siena Heights, 1 p.m.
Tues., Feb. 20 MIAA meet at Hope, Noon
Sat., Feb. 24 NCAA Regionals at Wabash
Thurs.-Sat. March 1-3, NCAA Division 111
Championships Humboldt State (California!
Home meets held at Dow Center.
Wed., Jan. 17
Wed., Jan. 24
Sat., Jan. 27
Tues., Jan. 30
Sat., Feb. 3
Wed., Feb. 7
Sat., Feb. 10
Wed., Feb. 14
Sat., Feb. 17
at Alma, 7 p.m.
CALVIN, 7 p.m.
at Albion, 1 p.m.
FERRIS STATE. 7 p.m.
ALMA, 1 p.m.
ADRIAN, 7 p.m.
at Calvin, 1 p.m.
ALBION, 7 p.m.
at Kalamazoo, 1 p.m.
Fn.-Sat. Feb. 23-24 MIAA Conference Meet at Hope, 1:30
p.m.
Thurs.-Sat., Mar. 15-17 NCAA Div. Ill Championships
State University of New York, Geneseo
Home meets held at Dow Center.
Wed., Jan. 24
Sat., Jan. 27
Mon., Jan. 29
Sat., Feb. 3
Wed., Feb. 7
Sat., Feb. 10
Wed., Feb. 14
Fri. -Sat., Feb. 16-17
CALVIN & FERRIS, 5 p.m.
at Albion, 3 p.m.
Kalamazoo & St. Mary's at Kalamazoo,
7 p.m.
ALMA, 3 p.m.
ADRIAN. 5 p.m.
at Calvin, 3 p.m.
ALBION. 5 p.m.
SMA1AW Meet at Central
Michigan. All Day
Fri. -Sat., Feb. 23-24 MIAA meet at Albion, 1:30 p.m.
Home meets held at Dow Center. id
sports
campus scene Colleges Foundation
Makes Difference at Hope
—
u
Nearly $1 million dollars per year divided
between the 16 member colleges — that's just
the tip of the Michigan Colleges Foundation
iceberg, says Dr. Irwin ]. Lubbers, former
president of Hope College and a founding
member of the MCF.
Far more important than the dollars which
have been brought in over the years, says
Lubbers, is the interchange between private
education and big business that the MCF
made possible.
“The founding of the Michigan Colleges
Foundation changed the environment in
which we operated. It changed the whole
image of private higher education in the
minds of the American public."
The Michigan Colleges Foundation,
founded in 1949, was the first state-level con-
sortium of private colleges organized for the
purpose of jointly soliciting financial support
from businessmen. In 1949, when business
support existed only for a favored few, this
was a radical change of approach.
Through MCF private colleges learned
from business the secrets of effective man-
agement and successful public relations, says
Lubbers, which resulted in "greatly
broadened horizons."
Moreover, through MCF the private col-
leges had occasion to become acquainted, both
as institutions and on a personal level. Pre-
viously Hope had no strong contacts of this
nature, and this was fairly typical across the
state, according to Lubbers.
The MCF has its roots in a meeting of the
Association of American Colleges held in New
York City in January of 1949. At that meeting
Frank W. Abrams, chairman of the board of
Standard Oil of New Jersey, and Laird Bell, a
Chicago attorney, predicted that private
wealth, private education's chief source of in-
come, was to greatly diminish because of fed-
eral tax developments. Abrams and Bell said
that private education must turn to a new
source of support — business.
Before that AAC meeting adjourned, five
Michigan college presidents — Samuel J . Har-
rison of Adrian, Dale D. Welch of Alma,
Alvin W. Johnson of Emmanuel Missionary,
now Andrews University, Harvey L. Turner
of Hillsdale and Dr. Lubbers of Hope —
decided to find some way to implement Ab-
rams' and Bell's observations into a new
fund-raising effort.
The five presidents persuaded their trustees
to invest a small appropriation in the new
organization and on Aug. 19, 1949, the MCF
was chartered and a pattern for joint fund-
raising was set into motion which would later
be used as a model for 38 new associations,
involving private colleges and universities in
44 states.
"We were dealing with such large enter-
prises and men who thought in terms of na-
tional and international corporations," recalls
Lubbers. "We would have seemed small beg-
gars with little tin cups if we had come as
individual institutions with the selfish pur-
poses of only keeping alive our own individual
enterprise.
"Our cause was bigger than any single col-
lege represented in the Association: to go to
private business and offer private higher edu-
cation as a partner in preserving the American
ideal of the private enterprise system."
After establishing an office in Detroit and
hiring an executive director, Dr. Bruce
Raymond, a former Hope faculty member,
the MCF discovered that their efforts were
meeting with more cold shoulders than alert
sympathizers. After a year, Dr. Raymond re-
signed the post. Within the coming months,'
one of the colleges, Emmanuel Missionary,
stood a good chance of withdrawing at its
trustees' insistence. Lubbers himself,
although he had the advantage of being a
new president and therefore enjoying a high
tolerance among the Board for new programs,
found that by 1952 his sales pitch for another
year of MCF support was followed by a loud
stage whisper, "There goes another $3000
down the rat hole!"
The MCF soon realized that it needed suc-
cessful business men as well as college presi-
dent among its ranks. In the early '50s the
decision was made to invite business leaders to
becom^ncoroorato^^in^^^u^^^^H^a
Hope alumnus and president of Bohn
Aluminum Company, eventually became a
strong leader in the MCF as its first president
and later on the national level as an advisor to
comparable associations. In 1965 James Ver
Meullen '26 of the American Seating Com-
pany also served as president.
In 1951 the MCF contracted the services of
a nationally known fund-raising firm, Marts
and Lundy, who had aided Hope in its first
successful fund-raising experience, "Looking
Ahead with Hope." Lawrence B. Avison, Jr.,
the nephew of former Hope faculty member
Edward Avison, directed the firm's successful
efforts with the MCF. In 1956 he accepted
the position of the MCF executive director-
ship.
Lawrence B. Avison, lr.
Under Avison's leadership, the MCF has
evolved into a sophisticated organization with
37 leaders of Michigan business and industry
on its board. To date, Hope has received a total
of $1,339,268 from the MCF. Its investment
figure is $10,728.06.
"Over the years, the cumulative total of
funds Hope has received from the Michigan
Colleges Association roughly equals one-
third of our present endowment. That's pret-
ty dramatic," notes William K. Anderson,
vice president for business and finance. "Be-
cause we operate on a fairly tight budget,
many times the Michigan Colleges Associa-
tion has meant the different between balanc-
ing the budget and running in the red. it's
been a most important source of support."
"We're talking about something so subtle
and yet so dynamic," concludes Lubbers. "It
changed our entire method of operation."
Computer Minds Place
High in Competition
Hope students placed fifth among 25 teams
in a recent intercollegiate computer program-
ming competition.
The event was the fourth annual east-cen-
tral region programming contest held at Kent
State University. Michigan State University
was the winner for the fourth consecutive
year.
Each team was given four problems to solve
by computer programs in a four-hour period.
The problems ranged from doing arithmetic
in different bases to playing a game similar
to bingo on the computer. The team solving
the most problems correctly was the winner.
Michigan State was the only team completing
all four problems.
Five teams completed three problems cor-
rectly. The order of finish of these five
teams was determined by the time needed and
number of trial runs required to complete the
problems. The order of finish of these five
teams was Purdue University, Case Western
Reserve University, Ohio State University,
Hope, and Kent State University.
Members of the Hope team were David
Boundy, a senior from Holland, Mich.;
Andrew Bimer, junior from Greenbelt, Md. ;
Thomas Rigterink, senior from Hamilton,
Mich. ; and Kenneth Bekkering, junior from
Hudsonville. The coach of the team was Prof.
Herbert Dershem. _
It's never too eorly
to promote Hope
The Hope-Geneva Bookstore has a variety
of shirts and hooded sweatshirts available
in sizes for young and old.
Your best buy includes
‘FOR. THE WEE ONES— a long sleeve pullover with
graduation dare; that's right 20??. Available in six months to
two years sizes.
‘HOODED SWEATSHIR.T— navy pullover with orange imprint.
90% cotton— 10% polyester. Children 0 adult sizes.
quantity
20??
CHILD
HOOD
ADULT
HOOD
6M 12M 18M 2Y $5 each
M L XL $7 each
S M L XL $10 each
Enclosed is S-
Your Name-
Address —
. for the above items.
Please make check or money order to Hope-Geneva Bookstore.
Items will be sent UPS unless otherwise requested.
SEND ORDERS TO:
Hope-Geneva Bookstore, Holland Ml 49423
V
t
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class notes
'20s
Frances Thoms '21 Scholien lists as her activities
world missions correspondence, DAR, Friends of
the Library, and her grandchildren attending Hope
College.
Paul Trompen '22 celebrated his 50th anniversary
as a minister in Aug., 1978. That same month Paul
suffered a stroke which forced him to curtail his
preaching.
Martin E. Cupery '24 was honored for 50 years
membership in the American Chemical Society.
Leroy Nattress '27 has retired to Spencer, Iowa,
and is working on a book entitled I'm Gonna
Laugh.
Alice Van Hattem '28 Jones and family are rais-
ing frying chickens in Roatan Island, Honduras, to
supply the natives with food. The family spends
summers in Two Creeks, Wis.
• '30s
Jac H. Tigelaar '30 and his wife Florence have
returned from three months of volunteer service in
Jakarta, Indonesia. They were under the auspices of
the International Executive Service, a non-profit
organization of businessmen for the purpose of of-
fering management experience in developing coun-
Alumni Directory
Preparations Begin
Work on the Alumni Directory is well
underway. In February all alumni will receive
a questionnaire and a follow-up request will
be sent March. The prompt return of these
questionnaires is essential so that the infor-
mation in the directory will be current and
complete. The completed questionnaires, as
well as a list of all alumni who do not re-
spond to either mailing, will be turned over
to the publisher for telephone follow up.
All alumni will be contacted directly by the
Bernard C. Harris Publishing Company, Inc.,
to verify information and to see whether they
want to purchase a directory. The phone veri-
fication will take place in the Summer, and
the directory will be mailed in the Fall to all
alumni who placed an order. Alumni will be
listed alphabetically, geographically, and by
class year. Each listing will contain name,
class year, degree(s), residence address and
phone number, and business or professional
information.
If you don't receive your questionnaire by
late March, or if you don't wish to be listed
in the directory, please contact the alumni
office by April 1.
tries. They had previously been on a similar as-
signment in Caracas, Venezuela, and are now living
in Jenison, Mich.
Kaye Rottschafer '35 Cook has retired after 20
years of teaching 3rd grade in the Alfred I. DuPont
School District, Wilmington, Del.
Gordon S. Cook '37 will retire this March after 40
years with DuPont Corp., Wilmington, Del.
John R. Wyngarden '37 has retired after serving
Presbyterian churches in Illinois and Michigan for
the past 40 years.
Paul D. Stewart '38 is interim vice president
for academic affairs at Marshall University, where
he has held the position of dean of the graduate
school.
'40s
Eloise Boynton '41 Bosch is working for the
Ministry of Health in Oman, Arabia, an organiza-
tion supported by the RCA. She is teaching English
to medical orderlies and nurse's aides in a hospital
where her husband is an administrator and sur-
geon. They've been serving in Arabia for 28 years.
James Baar '42 works part-time for Herman Mil-
ler, Inc. and part-time in public relations and fund
raising for the Synod of Michigan. He is also an
interim pastor.
Allan J. Weenink '43 is the author of a book
entitled The Art of Church Canvass. The book deals
with stewardship and methods of visitation. Allan is
senior minister of First Presbyterian Church of Bat-
tle Creek, Mich.
Eleanor Everse '45 Haan is a social worker with
Christian Reformed World Relief Committee. She
is involved in feeding and nutrition programs for
malnourished pre-school age children in the Manila
area. She has been there since July, 1976, and is also
working with various self-help projects in the area.
Rosalind Scholten '47 Gainsborg is working
with vocational education for the State of New Jer-
sey department of labor and industry.
Richard Higgs '48 was named the Allegan County 1
(Mich.) Friend of the Court.
Marvin Jalving '49 is a terminal manager for
Eazor Express in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Dennis E. Shoemaker '49 is an associate for
communications and editor of Communique, the
official publication of the Synod of the Covenant,
the United Presbyterian Church, Columbus, Ohio.
'50s
Robert Schuiteman '50 is vice president of Pacific
American Institute for Language Services in Bos-
ton. He is responsible for establishing, promoting
and administering the P.A.I. intensive language
center.
Jeannine Deboer '51 Milne is teaching 2nd grade
at the Rochester (N.Y.) Christian School.
Lavina C. Hoogeveen '52 is a first year middle
school counselor after 12 years as a high school
counselor.
Ray Milne '52 is vice president of the mortgage
department of Security Trust Co., Rochester, N.Y.
jfohn J. Witte M.D. '54 was appointed associate
professor of preventive and community medicine
From the Alumni Office
As the sun was shining brightly through
the Alumni Office window I decided to call
one of our alumnae, who lives in Oregon, to
check out a mini-reunion. I forgot one minor
detail . . . the sun shines three hours later in
Oregon than in Holland.
Hattie VerMeer '20 Mol very graciously
got out of bed at 6 :45 a.m. to tell me about the
mini-reunion she and four other gals held this
past summer in Orange City, Iowa. The five,
all octogenarians, are Hattie, Lucy Van-
derPloeg '18 Lubbers, Cornelia Vander Meer
'19 Muilenburg, Olive Boland '21 Nagel, and
Dea Ossewaarde '21 DeRuyter. The five en-
joyed a Senior Citizen's dinner and the after-
noon at Lucy's. They get together every
summer at a site in the Midwest and re-
minisce. Hattie says, "We are all octogena-
rians, three widows, two lucky gals. A rather
sorry looking lot . . . crippled and hard of
hearing, but we have fun!!"
Just goes to show you . . . you don't have to
have a formal reunion on campus to get to-
gether with old Hope friends.
• • •
Soft green, azure blue, chocolate brown
. . . parts of the Alumni House are getting a
face lift. The bedrooms are being recarpeted
along with some paint and wallpaper. Thanks
to the generosity of friends of Hope a long-
needed interior face lift is being wrought at the
Alumni House. We hope many of you will be
able to stay with us and enjoy the new look.
• • •
Phonathons are in full swing. The main
purpose of the Phonathons is to promote the
the chance for contact with all of our alums.
It's fun to talk with you and hear what you're
doing, how many kids, etc. Cindy Arnold '75
Pocock is coordinating the Phonathons for the
Development Office. So when your phone
rings and someone says Hope College
calling ... be prepared with info and bucks! !
Your support is what keeps Hope going.
• • •
Washington Alumni enjoyed a potluck
dinner in Laurel, Md., recently. Amidst the
huffing and puffing of the Alumni staff, the
Dow Center slide presentation made the air-
port and get a V.I.P. ride to the Baltimore
Airport. While the slides were enjoying their
ride, the Washington leadership frantically
searched for slide projectors, dissolvers, tape
decks, etc. The show was a success and the
slides got their V.I.P. treatment back to Hol-
land the next day.
• • •
We’re waiting for the unveiling! The
Hitchcock Chair company has been commis-
sioned to create a Hope chair! The chair will
feature an original scene of Van Vleck Hall
and the Hope seal.
• • •
The Holiday season is fast approaching.
We, at Hope, wish you and yours a happy and
blessed holiday and a prosperous new year. It
is our hope that many of you will have an
opportunity to visit Hope's campus during the
coming year. If you get back to campus, stop
and see us — Van Raalte 207. We look fonvard
to seeing you and hearing from you.
at the Emory University Medical School. He will
retain his position as medical director of the Bureau
of Health Education at the Center for Disease Con-
trol.
Jack E. DePree '56 has been named dirertor of the
credit course program for the University of Michi-
gan extension service. DePree is responsible for
coordinating graduate credit coursework at six re-
gional centers.
Eugene Erb '56 is retiring with the rank of lieuten-
ant colonel from the Air Force in Jan., 1979. He has
accepted a position with SRI of Menlo Park, Calif.
Jon Hamelink '57 has been promoted to manufac-
turing superintendent of Fountain Recycled Fiber
Mill of the St. Regis Paper Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Arthur W. Martin '57 is pastor of the Puna United
Church of Christ, Mt. View, Hawaii. He is also a
social studies teacher at Ka'u High School. Arthur is
a scoutmaster, chaplain and store manager at Camp
Honokaia, a Boy Scount summer camp.
Robert Quizenberry '57 appeared on NBC TV's
"The Today Show" presenting his views on basics
in education. He is superintendent of the Hamilton,
Ohio public schools.
Leonard G. Rowell '57 has been appointed to the
staff of Drew University's Theological School.
Leonard is the council director of the Southern New
Jersey Conference of theUnited Methodist Church.
David G. Cassie '58 is the pastor of Covenant
Community Presbyterian Church, Scott Township,
Pa.
John Richardson '59 is the executive director of
Keep Michigan Beautiful, Inc.
'60s
Marshall Elzinga '60 has been appointed to the
National Science Foundation review panel for
grants in biochemistry and molecular biology.
Leonard Lee '60 was named chairman of the Inter-
national Committee of Broadcasters in Education at
the convention held in Las Vegas.
Trudie R. Van Lente '61 is an arjs and crafts and
lead teacher, counselor, and acting assistant direc-
tor of New Independent High School, a small pri-
vate alternative junior and senior high school in
New London, Conn.
Norman L Dykstra '62 is director of pharmaceuti-
cal product marketing for Warner-Lambert Inter-
national.
Michael Magan M.D. ’62 was inducted into
American College of OB-Gyn in April.
Gene Klaasen '63 is on sabbatical from the Uni-
versity of Tennessee at Knoxville. He will spend
eight months as a visiting associate professor of
mathematics and two months as a guest lecturer at
the Catholic University of Louvain in Belgium. He
will be accompanied by his wife and three children.
L. Calvert Curlin '64 has been promoted to man-
ager of cell and plant operations, electrochemical
licensing department, electrolytic systems division
of Diamond Shamrock Corp.
Ardyce Elmore '66 was elected recording secretary
of the Association of Math Teachers of New York
State for the 1978-79 term.
Leslie Clark '66 Hirsch has been studying guitar
and violin and attended the Third International
Suzuki Teachers Convention in San Francisco. She
is teaching violin to a few students and is a part-time
secretary.
Robert Jackson '66 will assume ownership of
Nyberg Funeral Home, Allegan, Mich, in January.
Larry '67 and Laura Manasek ’67 Cain have
moved to Columbia, Mo. where Larry has taken the
position of director of marketing services for Porta-
ble Tool and Appliance Group, McGraw-Edison Co.
John Cox '67 has been awarded a Mellon Faculty
Fellowship at Harvard University for the 1978-79
(continued on page 17)
Touch of Life' Award Honors
Nyboer for Community Service
Andrew Nyboer's years of community ser-
vice have finally come out of the closet. In
September the Class of 1939 alumnus, a Rock-
ford, 111. dentist, was honored with the Alpine
Kiwanis Club's "Touch a Life'' award.
The award particularly cited Nyboer's ser-
vice to Young Life, a nondenominational
Christian organization for high school young-
sters. He is a charter member of Rockford's
17-year-old Young Life Committee and
served as its president for a year. He helped
organize the Guilford High School Young Life
Club 16 years ago.
His other community activities have in-
cluded eight years on the local school board,
past president of the Rockford Lions Club and
a volunteer chaplain at the Swedish American
Hospital. He has also been active in the United
Way Fund drive and support programs for the
Rockford Blind Home.
A consistory member at Rockford's Hope
Reformed Church, Nyboer has been a Sunday
school teacher for most of his adult life. His
services as a speaker on a wide range of sub-
jects are frequently requested by area church
and civic groups.
Nyboer received the doctorate of dental
surgery degree from Loyola Dental School in
1943 and has practiced in Rockford since 1946.
He and his wife Marion have the unusual
distinction of being parents to three former
Hope cheerleaders. Jacquelyn '67 (Van
Wieren), Jill '70 (Ruhmor) and Rebecca '71
(Ratering) were all on Hope's squad, and the
Nyboers' son Andrew '75 was a Hope athlete..
The Nyboer children all married Hope
graduates.
Mrs. Nyboer reports that upon receiving
the award on their 35th wedding anniversary,
her husband was "for the first time in his life
truly speechless and overwhelmed."
news about Hopeites
Please use the space below for news that you'd like to communicate to your fellow Hopeites.
Tell us about appointments and promotions, experiences that have been meaningful to you,
honors that have come your way, travels, hobbies, or ideas that you think are worth sharing
with others. This form should also be used’ to inform us of marriages, births, and advanced
degrees. If you have recently been featured in a local newspaper or other publication, please
attach clippings.
Name _ Class year.
(Women should include maiden names)
Street _ Phone ( ) -
City  State _ Zip Code.
 Check here if this is a new address
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your presents felt!*
*No morter how you spell it, your presence is felr through your presents.
Your gift is important
in maintaining Hope's high
academic standards.
$ 1 , 000 will provide nine weeks' education to one of the 7 3% of
Hope's students who need and receive financial aid in
the form of scholarships, loans or campus jobs. . .
or
underwrite the cost of running Hope for eight hours. . .
or . . .
$500 will purchase and catalog 25 books for the libarary . . .
or
meet 1 0% of the cost of one theatre production during
the school year. . .
or. . .
$250 will hear and light o classroom for 480 hours. . .
or
provide equipment for on intramural volleyball
program for men and women . . .
or. . .
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$ 1 00 will pay for two hours of computer time for a science
major . . .
or
purchase and feed 1 50 mice needed in biology for
one semester . . .
or
meet the cost of periodicals and pamphlets for the
Career Library for one semester . . .
or. . .
much much more!
Your gift keeps Hope ahead . . .
Please write your check today for the Annual Fund.
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(continued from page 15)
year. Hg will be writing a book on the renaissance
epic while teaching a course in the same subject.
CORRECTION: Donald Troost '67 has not moved
to Reading, Mass. Don continues as Field Secretary
for the Albany Classics of the Reformed Church and
also is minister of First Reformed Church of West
Glenville.
Bonnie L. Timmer '68 Aardema is working on
her doctorate in counseling and personnel at West-
ern Michigan University.
Clinton H. Blood '68, an agent with Northwest-
ern Mutual Life, Portland, Maine, received honors
as the Consistent Agency leader and was awarded
the bronze, silver and gold awards for sales and
service.
Margaret L Bosker '68 is a secretary-receptionist
with Keipgr Insurance, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Rae Larrabee '68 Connelly is a part-time office
worker for Wirick, Inc., Holland, Mich.
Joseph DeKock '68 is the accounting manager for
Gilmore Advertising Agency, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Bemace Brunsting '68 DeYoung is a third year
student at the University of Miami Law School.
Timothy E. Dy kstra '68 is a professor of English at
Franklin University, Ohio.
Douglas Formsma '68 is president of Mozark
Foods, Inc., Rogers, Ark.
Phillip L. Frens '68 is pastor of First Reformed
Church, Ireton, Iowa.
Barbara Fugazzotto '68 is teaching art at Grand
Haven (Mich.) Junior High School.
Mary Piers '68 George is an adult education in-
structor with the West Ottawa (Holland, Mich.)
schools.
Linda Vander Heide '68 Gibbs teaches 1st grade
in Grand Haven, Mich.
Alan Griswold '68 is a sales supervisor in the
metropolitan Chicago area for Norton Co., which
deals in industrial abrasives.
James E. Hardy '68 is a chemist with Exxdn Re-
search and Engineering Co., Scotch Plains, N.J.
(continued on page 18)
Research
Promotion
John W. VanDyke, Jr. '58, Ph.D., has been
promoted by Miles Laboratories, Inc., to the
position of senior research scientist in the
Chemistry Department of Corporate Re-
search.
In this position, VanDyke will continue to
be responsible for the design and synthesis of
new drugs in the cardiovascular field. Pre-
viously, he was a research scientist. He joined
Miles in 1962. He holds a Ph.D. degree in
organic chemistry from the University of Il-
linois.
be our guest
The Alumni House provides convenient lodging for alumni
and friends visiting Hope College. The proximity of the house to
all college buildings enables guests to make the most of their
time on campus, whether your visit be for business or pleasure.
Rates per night for Alumni House lodging are as follows:
Master Bedroom
(with private bath) $15.00 single
18.00 double
Rose Room 11.00 single
13.00 double
Blue Room 11.00 single
13.00 double
Green Room 11.00 single
EaLijamanm^lLth^urnoi Office. (616) 392-5111. ext. 2060
advanced degrees
John Anderson '70, M.A. and M.Ed. Special Educa-
tion, Grand Valley State Colleges, June, 1978
Christopher P. Atwood '76, M.A. Physical Educa-
tion, Western Michigan University, Aug. 18, 1978
Philip). Bos '73, Ph.D. Physics, Kent State Univer-
sity, June, 1978
RobertC. Bos '52, D.Min., San Francisco Theologi-
cal Seminary, June, 1978
Linda Dalton '72, Cain, M.A. Curriculum and In-
struction: Preschool and Early Education, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Summer, 1977
Candy Carey '72, M.B.A., University of Texas at
the Permian Basin, Summer, 1978
Mark Convoy '75, M.Div., Princeton Theological
Seminary, Spring, 1978
James R. Courter '74, M.A. Teaching of Science,
Western Michigan University, Aug. 18, 1978
James A. Diephuis '76, M.S. Computer Science,
Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute, May, 1978
Jon Dykstra '72, Ph.D. Economic Geology,
Dartmouth College, June 1978
Bill Forbes '70, Ph.D. Counseling, University of
Colorado at Boulder
Jill Risser '70. Healy, M.A: Curriculum and Teach-
ing (Childhood Education), Teachers College, Col-
umbia University, Jan., 1978
William R. Hoogstra '68, M.S. Management,
Webster College, St. Louis, Mo.
Travis T. Kraai '71, M.A. Educational Leadership,
Western Michigan University, Aug. 18, 1978
Virginia Reed '74, Kruisenga, M.A. Teaching in
the Elementary School, Western Michigan Univer-
sity, Aug. 18, 1978
George Lee '71, J.D., LaVerne University, 1978
Judi Loebl '75, M.S. Ed., Northern Illinois Univer-
sity, 1977
Janet Loveless '76, M.S. Geology, University of
Wisconsin at Madison, Aug. 1978
Raymond C. Lubberts '75, D.D.S., University of
Michigan Dental School, 1978
Mahmood Masghati '76, M.S. Computer Science,
Virginia Technological Institute, June, 1978
John Mayo '74,'D.D.S., University of Michigan,
April, 1978
Kevin J. McMullin 73, M.M. Western Michigan
University, Aug. 18, 1978
Barbara Skidmore 70, Mezeske, M.A. Reading,
Michigan State University, July, 1978
Richard Mezeske ’69, M.A. Reading, Michigan
State University, July, 1978
Susan Michel 75, M.A. Classical Archaeology,
Boston University
Harold Modrow 111 73, M.A. Bio-Clinical Psychol-
ogy, State University of New York at Binghamton
Delwyn Mulder '67, M.B.A., Grand Valiev State
Colleges, J.D., State University of New York, 1977
Beverly Kinoshita 76, Patton, Certificate in Teach-
ing English as a Foreign Language, American Uni-
versity, Washington, D.C., Aug., 1977
William A. Peddie 73, M.Div., Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary, Spring, 1978
Jean Paduch '63, Peelen, J.D., University of
Alabama School of Law, 1978
Ellen Heath 70, Reed, M.S. Bus. Ed., State Univer-
sity of N.Y. at Albany, 1978
Ron Rewerts 74, M.Div., Trinity Evangelical Di-
vinity School, June, 1978
Jill Morrone 75, Reynen, M.A. Reading, Western
Michigan University
James Ritcheske 76, M.B.A., University of Notre
Dame, Spring, 1978
Richard K. Smith 73, M.A. English-Language and
Literature, University of Michigan
Derryl D. Stewart 73, J.D., Emory University Law
School, June, 1978
Barbel Thoens 75, Masghati, M.A. German,
Wayne State University, Dec., 1977
James C. Ticknor 73, M.A. Educational Leader-
ship, Eastern Michigan University, May, 1978
Donald H. VanLare '57, Ph.D. History, University
of Kansas, May, 1978
Lois J. Veenhoven 74, M.A. Teaching of Music,
Western Michigan University, Aug., 1978
Donald Wickstra 74, D.D.S., Loyola Dental
School, Chicago, May, 1978
Linda D. Wierenga 73, M.A. Special Education,
Western Michigan University, Aug., 1978
Marcia L. Beugel 74 Wolff, M.S., Rehabilitation
Administration, Southern Illinois University, Car-
bondale, Aug. 1978
Hideo Yamazaki 76, M.B.A., Central Michigan
University, May, 1978
Douglas C. Yingling 71, M.B.A., Rutgers Univer-
sity, May, 1978
births
Robert '69 and Bonnie Timmer '68 Aardema, An-
drew John, Aug. 6, 1978
George '69 and Mary Lynn Koop '69 Arwady,
Meredith Ann, May 25, 1978, Saginaw, Mich.
John '63 and Sharon Cady '63 Blom, Rebecca Joy,
Aug. 29, 1977, Hudsonville, Mich.
Bill 75 and Claire Campbell 75 Boersma, Bryan
Campbell, July 12, 1978, Holland, Mich.
Carey 73 and Sue Ponstein 73 B.oote, Jillian Sue,
May 4, 1978, Holland, Mich.
Thomas A. 70 and Barbara Bos, Daniel James, June
16, 1978, Holland, Mich.
Joel 74 and Marianne Van Heest 74 Bouwens,
Thomas Joel, June 14, 1978, Zeeland, Mich.
James '65 and Mrs. Brink, Philip Michael, June 7,
1978
Randy 72 and Linda Dalton 72 Cain, adopted
Karessa Lin, May, 1978, Whitefish Bay, Wis.
John 75 and Gayle Lee 74 Caven, Jessica Hope,
Sept. 2, 1978, Albany, N.Y.
Jerry 72 and Susan Cole, David Alan, lunc 1, 1978,
Pleasant Lake, Mich.
Mark and Deborah Doff 73 Cruikshank, Rebecca
Joy, Nov. 29, 1977, Willowbrook, III.
Paul '68 and Shirley Brown '69 Dayton, Nancy
Lynn, July 8, 1978, Muncie, Ind.
Thomas P. 72 and Kathy Davelaar, Kathryu Anne,
June 29, 1978, Holland, Mich.
Tony and Judy O'Keefe 74 Drake, Jason Anthony,
June 22, 1978, Peoria, 111.
David 76 and Kathie Leight 76 Dunning, Jeremy
Lawrence, Sept. 28, 1978
John 73 and Debra Herchenroder 75 Faas, Melissa
Aaron, April 10, 1978, Findlay, Ohio
Carl 74 and Barbara Koop 74 Folkcrt, Elizabeth
Ann, May 23, 1978, Fulton, 111.
Thomas and Betsy Phillips 73 Grant, Kathryn
Suzanne, Aug. 1, 1978, Valley Stream, N.Y.
Michael 71 and Deanna Burke 70 Hansen, adopted
Roger Jesse Nieto, March, 1978, WestOlive, Mich.
Paul K. '65 and Mrs. Hesselink, Johnathan An-
drew, April 24, 1978, Chattanooga, Tenn.
William and Esther Su '62 Ho, Sean Wilson, May
4, 1978, Alexandria Bay, N.Y.
James W. '67 and Elizabeth Klein, James Bjadley,
Sept. 15, 1976, San Antonio, Tex.
George and Gail Peelle '69 Kiracofe, Matthew
Robert, May 5, 1977, Richmond, Ind.
Case and Janet 73 Koolhaas, Janelle Elisabeth, Jan.
14, 1977, Denver, Colo.
Robert 72 and Jean Mating 72 Luyendyk, James
Parker, Sept. 3, 1978
Bob '64 and Margaret Diephuis '66 Mackay, An-
drew Scott, August 23, 1978, Stevensville, Mich.
James and Judy Whitsitt '57 Maddy, adopted Jin Joo
Lee, 2 years old, April 27, 1978, Casper, Wyo.
Charles '69 and Janice Wolf 70 McMullen, Christ-
opher Charles, June 21, 1978, Hacienda Heights,
Calif.
Mark '68 and Bonnie Meengs, Rachel Jean, April
30, 1978
Ban 71 and Anne Wildgen 71 Merkle, Sarah
Elizabeth, lune 2, 1978, Kalamazoo. Mich.
Paul '63 and Lesley Brower '64 Myer, Kari Joy, Jan.
16, 1978
Bruce '65 and Susan Sonneveldt '67 Neckers,
Matthew, Sept. 1970, Melissa, May, 1973, Allison,
April, 1976, Grand Rapids, Mich.
John 72 and Marilyn Paarlberg, Rachel Cornelia,
Oct. 16, 1978, Holland, Mich.
William and Barbara Monroe '60 Page, adopted
John William, 4 years old, Jan. 28, 1978, Fairbanks,
Alaska.
Sanderson 71 and Karen Palmer, Sarah Lynn,
Sept. 18, 1978, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Peter '69 and Cara Hendrickson '69 Paplawsky,
Jeffrey Paul, Nov. 9, 1978, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jeffrey 75 and Joyce Pett, Jennifer Ruth, Sept. 10,
1978, Holland, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Poole '64, Joshua Raich,
Sept. 6, 1978, Evanston, III.
Daniel 71 and Carol Ludwick'71 Powers, Elizabeth
Carol, Sept. 29, 1976
Larry and Suzanne P. Radliff '65 Sather, Jennifer
Charlotte, Feb. 16, 1978, Fremont, Neb.
James and Tootie Finley '66 Rayer, Steven James,
Sept. 1, 1978
Jim 71 and Ann Halliscy Rubins, Kathleen, Oct.
14, 1978, Elartford, Conn.
Duane 70 and Susan Daniels 70 Schecter, Christ-
opher Ryan, July 6, 1978, Muskegon, Mich.
|im '69 and Linda Plaggemars 70 Slager, Emily
lane, March 12, 1978, Albion, Mich.
Chuck 76 and Kris Linquist 75 Stagg, Jason
Matthew, July 23, 1978
Russ and Lois ten Hoor 70 Sterenberg, Mary
Elizabeth, |uly 3, 1978
Edward '65 and Sandy Mitter '67 Stielstra, David
Edward, May 3, 1978, McHenry, 111.
Peter and Brenda De Grosa 71 Suda, Christopher
Peter, Jan. 13, 1978, Miami, Fla.
Steven G. and Ruth Zieman '67 Sweetser, Daniel
Seth, Jan. 6, 1976, and Douglas William Alden,
May 16, 1978, Chicago, 111.
John '67 and Patty Mateer '68 Tanis, Kimberly Beth
and Kristin Michelle, June 13, 1978, Greenville,
N.C.
Steven and Renetta Dykstra '62, Tews, adopted
Leah Joanne, Sept. 28, 1978
Jacobus '66 and Mrs. van der Schalk-Rouffaer,
Jacob, June 19, 1978, The Netherlands
John and Peggy Laing 75 Van Deursen, Jeffrey
John, Feb. 12, 1978
Calvin and Carol Shepherd '66 Welch, Christopher
Collins, June 2, 1978, Schenectady, N.Y.
Gysbert and Janet Etferink 70 Westerveld, Mark
Albert, May 26, 1978, Beushop, Netherlands
Janice Blakley 70 Westlund, Elisabeth Sara, Jan.
6, 1978, Rockford, 111.
Eric 70 and Elizabeth 72 Witherspoon, Brian
Mark, Feb. 6, 1978, Crown Point, Ind.
Douglas 71 and Cathy Boyd '72 Yingling, Cari
Ann, May 24, 1978, Parsippany, N.J.
Eildertand Mar)' Ena Buis 71 Zwart, Rebecca Joy,
April 15, 1978, Allendale, Mich. il
alumni news
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Patricia Behrens '68 Haynes is assistant to the
dean of undergraduate instruction at Illinois State
University in Normal.
Bill Hoogstra '68 is an Air Force captain assigned
to military airlift command headquarters, Scott Air
Force Base, Belleville, 111.
Linda K. Weessies '68 Ingersoll is a pension
administrator for Pension and Group Services, Inc.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kenneth E Latwinski '68 is teaching 6th grade at
the North Dearborn Heights schools and is an agent
with Real Estate One Inc., Farmington Hills, Mich.
Gretchen Paalman '68 Latowsky is a lobbyist
with the League of Women Voters, Reading, Mass.
Mary L. Hesselink '68 Lemmenes is a part-time
psychiatrist's assistant with plans to specialize in
family assistance for child abuse and sexual abuse of
children.
J. Wayne Meerman '68 is an office manager for
the John F. Meerman Insurance Agency.
Linda Patterson '68 Miller teaches at LaSalle Col-
lege, Philadelphia.
Alan Myaard '68 teaches math at Holland (Mich.)
High School.
Susan Van Koevering '68 Myers is teaching at
the Zeeland (Mich.) Middle School.
Benjamin W. Nykamp '68 has opened a private
dermatology practice in Grand Haven Mich, after
completing two years in the Air Force.
Cal Osterhaven '68 is with the city attorney's
office in Lansing, Mich.
M. Jane Owen '68 is a computer manager for
Beacon Millin Company, Inc., Cayuga, N.Y.
Peter Read ’68 is president of Read Auto Parts,
Inc., Greenwich, N.Y.
Nancy Runchey '68 Stires is a high school guid-
ance counselor at Township High School, Palatine,
111.
J eanette Krauss '68 T remoulet teaches on a part-
time basis for the Basic Education Program, Bel-
leville (111.) Area College.
William Vander Lugt '68 is pursuing a bachelor's
degree in interior design at Michigan State Univer-
sity.
Pamela Reynolds '68 VanderWeele is a part-
time swim instructor of preschool classes at West-
land YMCA, Canton, Mich.
Mary R. Vollink '68 is teaching in the Livonia
(Mich.) Public Schools.
Dirk Walvoord '68 teaches high school music at
Herscher (III.) Schools.
Emest G. Willcocks II '68 is a teacher-coordinator
for the North Royalton (Ohio) City Schools and is
an agent with Deed Realty Co., Parma Heights,
Ohio.
Sharon A. Wozniak '68 is teaching in the Wyom-
ing (Mich.) Public Schools.
Tim Crandall '69 is a band instructor at Mason
(Mich.) Junior High School. He also teaches at the
local high school.
Donald Luidens '69 has written a scries of three
articles for the Church Herald entitled "The RCA
Today." Don is a faculty member in the depart-
ment of sociology at Hope.
'70s
Douglas '69 and Lorraine Fox 70 Rozendal have
been working-for the Institute of Cultural Affairs, a
community development organization. They were
in the U.S. doing a citizen involvement -program
called Town Meeting and are now in Amsterdam,
the Netherlands, organizing Town Meetings under
the name Burttag.
Charles A Lieder 70 has a supervisory position
with Shell Research in Houston. He received his
Ph.D. from Stanford in 1974.
Robert L Peterson 70 is a pilot with Delta Air-
lines, based in Atlanta, Ga.
Ronald Schubin 70 is teaching at Christian
Brothers Academy, Albany, N.Y.
Susan Buckman 72 has received a Texas State
doctoral fellowship for exhibiting a high standard of
graduate study. She will be pursuing her Ph.D.
from Texas Woman's University, Denton, Texas.
John Dykstra 72 is an exploration geologist for
the Earth Satellite Corp. in Washington D.C.
William T. Nicholson 72 is a district manager for
Oldsmobile in the metropolitan Cleveland area.
Hank Oosterveld 72 was awarded a graduate as-
sistantship for the current school year while con-
tinuing his studies at the Graduate School of Educa-
tion, Rutgers University.
Robert G. Lucking 73, M.D., is serving his resi-
dency in child psychiatry at William Shands Teach-
ing Hospital, University of Florida College of
Medicine in Gainesville.
William Peddie 73 was installed as pastor of
Ceresco Baptist Church, Battle Creek, Mich.
Betsy Wackernagel 74 Bach co-authored a book
entitled Dyadic Communication: An Instructor's
Manual. She is working on her M.A. in interper-
sonal communication at the University of
Montana.
Paul Bach 74 is working on his M.A. in clinical
psychology and was a psychologist trainee at
the Northampton, Mass.. V.A. Hospital this
summer. Paul is involved in state-and-university-
funded research on alcohol abuse among native
American Indians.
Randy Braaksma 74 is working in the internal
(continued on page 19)
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Oscar Agre III 78 and Joan Vander Kooi 78, Aug.
19, 1978
Rodney Austin and Karen Hartje 78, Aug. 19,
1978, Paw Paw, Mich.
Thomas Becker and Janet Buelow 77, July 29, 1978
Andrew J. Begley 78 and Rebecca Sue Raulin, July
22, 1978, Traverse City, Mich.
Gary Lee Bell and Pamela Jean Fisher 75, July 22,
1978
Russell Bentley and Barbara Pyzanowski 77, Aug.
26,' 1978, Schnectady, N.Y.
Robert B. Bettendorf 76 and Renee Janis, Aug. 26,
1978
Scott Bradley 78 and Lisa Kentz, Aug. 20, 1978
Keldon Brink and Marcia Myaard 78, July 21, 1978
Thomas A. Browning and Deborah Boraski 76,
Sept. 10, 1978, Schnectady, N.Y.
Dirk C. A. Bulterman 73 and Ann, Sept. 23, 1978,
Brown University, Providence, R.I.
Edward R. Chavez 75 and Cheryl Dowd, June 25,
1978
Roger Crisman 73 and Terry Lynne Chockley 77,
Sept. 16, 1978, St. Joseph, Mich.
James DeBoer 72 and Joyce Weber, July 22, 1978,
St. Louis, Mo.
Robert DeVlieger II and Sandra Rainey 78, July 28,
1978, Holland, Mich.
Paul Dietene 78 and Theresa Orszula, July 29,
1978
Robert C. Farquharson and Paula Sue Raab '69,
May 28, 1977
Paul G. France 77 and Barbara VanderHeuvel, July
8, 1978, Jenison, Mich.
Raymond Fron and Kari Moerland 78, Aug. 5,
1978
Daniel E. Gallant 78 and Laurie A. Lane 75, Aug.
26, 1978, Mendham, N.J.
Keith Gardner and Martha Van Dop 76, July , 1978
Bruce Gibbons '65 and Pattyl Howidon, July, 1978,
Midland, Mich.
Paul Haves and Louis Crounse 78, Aug. 19, 1978
Hal Handerson and Linda Kay Draft 72, Aug. 26,
1978, Spring Lake, Mich.
Craig Higgens 78 and Wendy Knecht, Aug. 4,
1978
John Hoftiezer 74 and Sally Luckritz, June 10,
1978, Clinton, Iowa
Don Holcroft and Brenda Bcarman 76, May 27,
1978, Albion, Mich.
Robert Jamison 71 and Lisa Gay Clemens, Aug. 26,
1978, Fort Worth, Tex.
TharloJac Klaver 78 and Mary Lynn Crouse, Sept.
29, 1978
John Koeppe 75 and Mary Lynn Kolean 77, June
17, 1978, Holland, Mich.
James P. LaCasse and Catherien LeBoeuf 75, Aug.
12, 1978
James Laman 78 and Mary Moelker, Oct. 13, 1978
Thomas Laranard and Terri Smith 76, May 27,
1978, Holland, Mich.
Clarence Liang and Susan Northuis 76, May 27,
1978, Grand Haven, Mich.
Thomas Loth and Maribeth Vanderploeg 78, Oct.,
1978
James Marcus '69 and Carl Staat, June 29, 1978,
" "
William McIntyre, Jr. and Lola Mazza 78, June 29,
1978
Lee Jeffrey McKay and Susan Walkotten 77, Aug.
5, 1978
Richard McLouth 77 and Pamela Loveless, Sept.,
1978
Scott McNamara and Laurie Shiflett 75, Aug. 12,
1978
Reginald F. Moore and Judith Hirt 73, May 13,
1978
Gerald Nagelkirk and Lucille Davies '64, Aug. 17,
1978, Holland, Mich.
Mark Olthoff 72 and Janet Curcio. June 3, 1978,
Hartford, Conn.
Gary W. Oster 78 and Priscilla Bartels 78, Aug.
19, 1978
Roger Patton and Beverly Kinoshita 76, Aug. 27,
1977
Kenneth Pierce and Jill Bolhous 74, June, 1978,
Fremont, Mich.
John Alan Petrovich 77 and Kiyoi Dekker 77 , Nov.
12, 1977
Ned Pfeiffer 77 and Anne Corbishley, June 10,
1978, Glen Rock, N.J.
Ross B. Pobanz and Mary R. Vollink '68, Sept. 30,
1978
Rob Pocock 77 and Cindy Arnold 75, Sept. 2,
1978, Staten Island, N.Y.
Albert E. Raab and Marcia Jordan '62, July, 1976
Philip Rewerts 78 and Debra VanGoor, Aug. 18,
1978, Holland, Mich.
John Scholten 78 and Patti Schrotenboer, Aug. 19,
1978
Robert Shibley and Katherine Dyer 73, Aug. 5,
1978
Bryan Sisson and Amy Klapp 78, Aug. 5, 1978
Richard A. Switzer 76 and Janice Middleton 78,
Sept. 5, 1978, Kentwood, Mich.
Dennis Te Beest 75 and Sue Champagne 77 , Oct.
7, 1978, Holland, Mich.
JackToomes and Janet Anderson 76, Nov. 27,1976
Gary Vander Ven 74 and Rita Henrickson 76,
Aug. 19, 1978
Eric VanderYacht 78 and Kathleen Tatz 78, Sept.
23, 1978, Naperville, 111. -
William Van Dis and Susan Anderson 72, Feb. 3,
1978
David Van Dussen and Linda Kraay 78, Aug. 18,
1978
Don VanDyken and Ruth Barthel 77, July 1 , 1978,
Lansing, Mich.
Michael Van Lente 72 and Lynn Berry 78, Aug.,
1978
Daniel Van Pernis 76 and Jeanne Huizingh, Aug.
4, 1978, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Edward Schmidt 77 and Jennifer Bartels 77, May
27, 1978, Norton Shores, Mich.
Randy Weener 78 and Sally Heerspink, Aug. 4,
1978
William R. Weerstra 76 and Valorie J. Martinie,
Oct. 14, 1978
Andrew A. White and Diana F. Holthuis 74, June
3, 1978, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Henry J. Wolthorn '30 and Shirley Kelly, June 17,
1978
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10
ACADEMIC SEMINARS 11a.m.
Coffee will be served in the seminar rooms beginning at 10:30 a.m.
THE JORDAN DIG
Dr. Robert Coughenour and Dr. Paul Van Faasen
A scientific and cultural look at the Hope exploration in Jordan.
REFLECTIONS
Dr. Henry tenHoor
Reflections on a third of a century at
Hope College.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
Dr. Jane Dickie
A look at children through the eyes of a
psychologist, including demonstrations.
METAL POISONING
Dr. S. Krogh Derr and Dr. Jack Schubert
A discussion of the break-through in the
treatment of metal poisoning.
THE FINE ARTS
Two student dance productions and an improvisation.
LUNCHEON
BASKETBALL
Durfee Hall
Hope vs Albion
Civic Center
1 p.m.
3 p.m.
HALF TIME SHOW Gynmastics Club
JAZZ CONCERT AND REFRESHMENTS following the game
Civic Center
DOW CENTER available for participation and tours; no charge, but
reservations are requested for racquetball and tennis. 5 to 9 p.m.
BUFFET
$3.50 per person
Phelps Hall Dining Room 5 to 7 p.m.
WHAT ABOUT OUR KIDS?
We will provide supervision, food, and activity for your children while you attend the
seminars and luncheon.
Pre-School Nursery
Faculty Lounge, DeWitt Cultural Center Hours: 1 1 a.m. to 2 p.m. Cost: $1 .25
per child for lunch
Elementary Activities
At the Dow Center, including lunch, movies and activities from 1 1 a.m. to 2
p.m. Cost: $1 .25 per child for lunch.
Junior High and Up (age 12 +)
Dow Center Pool will be available from 1 1 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Lunch 12:30 p.m. to 1
p.m. at Phelps Hall with Hope students. Activity Center will also be available.
(Bowling and Pool) Cost: $1 .90 for lunch. Bowling and Pool $1 .00+ (depends on
how much participation.)
HOPE WINTER HOMECOMING RESERVATIONS
Please detach and return by January 29. Please indicate number of persons attending each
event. All prepaid reservations will be sent to you by return mail.
Seminars Basketball Game
The Jordan Dig No --- General Admission ($2.00) No. 1
Reflections No. Reserved Seats ($2.50) No.
Child Development No __ Students and children ($1 .00) No.
Metal Poisoning No. Dow Center
The Fine Arts No.
Participation Passes (tree) No.
Pre-School Nursery ($1.25) No. Racquetball (free) No. ' 7
Elementary Activities ($1 .25) No -- Tennis (free) No.
s
Lunch Tickets 12 and up $1.90 No. Evening Buffet ($3.50) No.
Luncheon ($3.50) No.
Send to: Alumni Office, Hope College, Holland^Michigan 49423
Enclosed is my check for
Signed — -
Address 
payable to Hope College.
-Phone
-Class .
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communications department of Herman Miller,
Inc.
Kenneth R. Fell '74 has returned to Wesley
Theological Seminary to complete work on M.T.S.
and M. Div. degrees.
Norman Hamm '74 is pastor of Glen Reformed
Church, Fultonville, N.Y.
Kristi Knowles '74 is teaching history and political
science at West Ottawa High School, Holland,
Mich. She is completing her master's degree at
Michigan State.
Pamela Hetjonk '74 McMillan is a word process-
ing programmer-operator at Full Gospel Business
Men's Fellowship International headquarters in
Casta Mesa, Calif.
Ken Meeuwsen '74 is a medical technologist at
Eastern' Idaho Clinical and Pathology Laboratories
in Pocatello.
Gregg Purvis 74 is an agent with Woodland Re-
alty, Inc., of Holland, Mich.
Kathy Kitchenmaster 75 Berger will be starting
her fourth year as a 4th grade teacher in the
Lakewood, Mich, school district. Kathy is also
working on her master's degree in reading instruc-
tion at Michigan State University.
Kathy Jo Blaske 75 is minister of education at
Third Reformed Church, Holland, Mich.
Robert T. Carlson 75 has been appointed com-
mercial loan officer for the Old Kent Bank and Trust
Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Pat Vandenverf 75 Johansen has been commis-
sioned to do 10 Edwardian paintings for Lawrey's
Restaurant in Chicago.
Rhoda J. Lemmen 75 accepted a position on the
faculty of Southern College in Orlando, Fla. She is
teaching a course in dental assisting.
Mary Koeppe 75 Luidens recently received a
Health, Education, and Welfare scholarship. She is
a third year med student at the University of Michi- .
gan.
Robert Luidens 75 is a student intern at Univer-
sity of Michigan Reformed Church. He is coor-
dinating campus ministry.
Jan Osterhaven 75 spent the summer in Greece
on a teaching fellowship from Harvard.
Jeffrey Pett 75 has resigned from teaching and is a
quality control supervisor for Prince Corp., Hol-
land, Mich.
Dennis Te Beest 75 is a student at Western
Theological Seminary.
Don 75 and Lynn Hambleton 75 Wickstra have
moved to Schenectady, N.Y. where Don is par-
ticipating in a one-year residency program at St.
Claire's Hospital.
Steve Berger 76 is a marketing representative for
Burroughs Corp.
Dirk Bloemendaal 76 is a first-year law student
at Thomas M. Cooley Law School, Lansing, Mich.
Barbara Smith 76 Bussema is teaching 3rd grade
in the Augusta (Mich.) Elementary School.
Jack DeRuiter 76 is studying neurochemistry at
the Medical College of Virginia, Richmond.
Dick Dieleman 76 is the director of public educa-
tion and public information for the Ottawa County
deaths
Josephine Huenink '20 Duncan died on October
23, 1978, in Sheboygan, Wise. She is survived by
a daughter, jSnet Brodhead.
Catherina Martha Dejong '07 Hinkamp died in
Holland, Mich, on November 27, 1978 follow-
ing a 14 week illness.
Historian's
Approach
continued from page twenty
Chicago, and trying to perceive as much as
possible about the neighborhoods around me.
Through close association with an en-
vironmental psychologist I look forward to
greatly sharpening my skills in analyzing how
living conditions influence behavior. To-
gether we hope to film seventeenth-century
neighborhoods along Amsterdam's canals in a
way that will dramatize to students the
strengths and weaknesses of that commerical
center in its golden age. Filming the sharp
contrasts of completely modem -Rotterdam
will bring alive for the classroom the great
disparity between urban life long ago and
now. Filming medieval walled cities will be
done to accompany discussions about the af-
fect on behavior of living within a restricted
environment that allows no anonymity.
Footage of European religious festivals pro-
cessing through ancient urban centers will
bring back to our classrooms verisimilitude of
human activity not observable in Holland,
Michigan. We feel that this is a venture that
(Mich.) branch of the American Cancer Society.
Renalto Donato 76 is studying at Western State
University College of Law, Orange County, Calif.
Jim Donkersloot 76 is a graduate student at Iowa
State University in Iowa City.
Gretchen VanderKlipp 76 English is budget and
profit planning manager for The Bank of Lansing,
Mich.
Rueben Ferrol 76 was commissioned an ensign in
the U.S. Navy. He will join a training squadron in
October to pursue the wings of a naval flight officer.
Thomas E. Foye 76 is a chemist with Chemetron
in Holland, Mich.
Linda Kovacs 76 is a medical technologist and will
head the stat lab intensive care unit of Memorial
Hospital, South Bend, Ind.
Mia Fagerstrom 76 McDavid has had one of her
works included in an anthology of Christian poetry.
Mia's sonnet is entitled "The Cleansing. '' She is an
editor in a Chicago publishing house.
Katherine A. Moores 76 is in her third year of
teaching communication arts at Traverse City
(Mich.) Area Junior High School. She spent the
past summer doing graduate work in curriculum
development at the University of Michigan in Ann
Arbor.
E. Ann Nethery 76 is teaching music to grades
4-12 for the Coopersville (Mich.) Area Public
Schools.
Chris Ramsden 76 is manager of Colorado sales
for the Winter Park ski area, Denver, Colo.
Kurt Richardson 76 is vice president of marketing
for Central Rubber Co., Belvidere, 111. Kurt is also
completing his MBA at Northern Illinois Univer-
sity.
Barbara A. Springer 76 is a graduate student at
Indiana University.
Mimi Baar 77 is the youth director of First Re-
formed Church of South Holland, 111.
Daniel P. Baron 77 is a personnel assistant at
Thermatron Corp. in Holland, Mich.
Betsy Boersma 77 is teaching 3rd grade in Hast-
ings, Mich.
David Cochrane 77 has had his poem entitled
"Tables and Stars" included in an anthology of
Christian poetry.
Rachel Hesselink 77 Fell is enrolled in a master's
program in political science at American University
where she is also a graduate assistant.
Denise Nunez 77 Foye is an accountant at Gen-
eral Electric Co. in Holland, Mich.
Martha Farley 77 Helder is the manager of the
Tea Room at the Dandy Lions Gallery, Idaho
Springs, Colo.
James L. Hess 77 is at Michigan State Univer-
sity's College of Osteopathic Medicine.
Hank Shadwell 77 spent the summer working at
Good News Church in Chicago, a mission church of
the RCA. He will be starting a job as a statistical
analyzer with the State Department of South
Carolina.
John Smith 77 is an associate with Westdale Re-
alty Co. in Holland, Mich.
Sue Champagne 77 Te Beest is a graduate stu-
Mrs. Hinkamp was raised in Zeeland. She taught
English and Latin in Cedar Grove, Wis. prior to
her marriage to the late Rev. Paul Hinkamp '07.
The Hinkamps served a church in Sheboygan, Wis.
prior to Rev. Hinkamp's joining the Hope faculty
in 1918.
Mrs. Hinkamp was active in the Reformed
Church in America serving on the Women's Board
of Foreign Missions and the Board of World Mis-
sions. She was the first president of Holland Church
Women United and a member of Hope Reformed
Church in Holland. She was active in Hope College
Faculty Dames, Women's Literary Club and Cen-
tury Club.
Among her survivors are two sons. Dr. James Hin-
kamp '40, Dr. Paul E. Hinkamp '49, two daughters,
Esther Hinkamp '38, Lois Hinkamp '44 Boersma;
and a sister, Flossie Dejong '11 TePaske.
Greta MacLeod '32 Kannell died in Birming-
ham, Mich, in July, 1978.
Gerrit J. Schut '32 died on November 16, 1978
in Hudsonville, Mich. Mr. Schut was a life-long
resident of Hudsonville.
He is survived by his wife Alma; three sons,
Robert '54, Roger '60, and Rolland '60; and two
daughters, Barbara Fralick and Kathleen Smith.
Elizabeth Nauta '30 Scott died in Chicago, III.
in September, 1978.
Judokus van den Noort '20 died in Orange,
Calif, in June, 1978. He is survived by a son. Dr.
Stanley van den Noort.
The Rev. Benjamin J. Wynveen TOdied on May
29, 1978 in Sheboygan, Wis. at the age of 94.
Rev. Wynveen was a graduate of Western
Theological Seminary. He served churches in
Michigan, Illinois, South Dakota, Kansas and
North Dakota. He retired from the active mini-
stry in 1952.
dent in the school of social work at Western Michi-
gan University.
Steve Vanderhyde 77 has been hired to teach
middle school social studies and coach the high
school basketball team in the East Jordan, Mich,
public schools.
Susan Van Dis 77 is art director at Target Market-
ing, an advertising agency in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Wendy Greenwood 77 Van Tassell has been
promoted to advertising director of The Daily
News, Greenville, Mich.
Ellen L. Ziegler 77 is employed by Fenix and
Scisson, Inc. and is a containment geologist at the
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Nevada testing
site.
Jim Bedor 78 is vice president of the freshman
dental class at the University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor.
Diane Bussema 78 is teaching 6th grade at North
Elementary School in Watervliet, Mich.
Brian Bradley 78 is studying for a master's degree
in health physics at Purdue University. Brian re-
ceived a research fellowship to develop a microwave
dosimeter.
Jan Brock 78 is a psychiatric assistant at Long
Beach (Calif.) Neurological Psychiatric Institute.
Nancy Campbell 78 is a student in the physical
therapy program at Mayo Foundation, School of
Health Related Sciences.
David R. Dingman 78 is teaching history at St.
Thomas Aquinas Junior High School, East Lansing,
Mike Drahos 78 is enrolled in the master's pro-
gram at Colgate University. He is also teaching 9th
grade social studies in Bainbridge, N.Y.
Karen Kirschner 78 staffs the Resource Center
and is a reading consultant teacher for the Fairview,
Mich, area schools.
Ann M. Lusky 78 is a research associate in the
department of Oncology at the Wayne State Medi-
cal Center.
Margaret Mappes 78 is an elementary teacher in
the Edwardsburg, Mich, school system.
Lola Mazza 78 McIntyre is teaching elementary
school music and assisting with the band in the
Saugatuck, Mich, public schools.
Amy Mills 78 is pursuing an M. F.A. in acting at
the University of Nebraska.
J ohn Schrier 78 is working toward his master's on
a fellowship from Wayne State University.
Brian Stauffer 78 is a sales coordinator with Her-
man Miller, Inc., Zeeland, Mich.
Vicki Viening 78 is a data processing supervisor
for Allstate Insurance Co., Farmington Hills, Mich.
Upcoming Regional Meetings
Hope Regional Meetings will be held across
the country during the coming months, re-
ports Mary Kempker, assistant director of col-
lege relations for alumni affairs. Area alumni,
parents of current and former Hope students
and friends of Hope are warmly invited to
attend. Mailings will provide further infor-
mation.
Jan. 10 — San Francisco, Calif., Jan Evert '57,
chairperson
Jan. 12 — Los Angeles, Calif., Bill '36 and Bea
Fairbanks '39 Welmers, chairpersons
Jan. 25 — Cleveland, Ohio, Don Rynbrandt
'62, chairperson
Jan. 26 — Rochester, N.Y. Dave '61 and Jan
Koopman''62 Van Dyke, chairpersons
Jan. 28— Albany, N.Y., Bill Cameron '57,
chairperson
Feb. 3 — Chicago, 111., Bruce '65 and Carolyn
Church '64 Turkstra, chairpersons
March — Florida, east coast and west coast
meetings
March 8 — Detroit, Mich., John '49 and
Marge Lucking '48 French, chairpersons
March 12 — Kalamazoo, Mich., John '65 and
Linda Tiezzi '66 VerSteeg, chairpersons'
late March — Midland, Mich., Bob '53 and
Laura Evers '57 Molenaar, chairpersons
career corner
The Alumni Office provides "Career
Corner," a want ad service for alumni seeking
employment and for alumni seeking em-
ployees. Ads are printed anonymously and
without charge in "News from Hope College"
and "The Hope College Magazine."
Alumni employers with job openings are
invited to submit ads (50 words maximum)
describing their personnel needs. Alumni
who feel they qualify for the job may respond
to the Alumni Office, referring to the add by
number.
OR—
Alumni who are seeking permanent jobs
may submit ads (50 words maximum) describ-
ing the type of employment they're seeking
and their qualifications. Prospective em-
ployers may respond to the Alumni Office,
referring to the ads by number.
After supplying your name, address and
phone number to individuals who inquire into
your ad, the Alumni Office also notifies you
by mail that an inquiry has been made. From
there, you're on your own!
"News from Hope College" and "The Hope
College Magazine" are published a total of
seven times per year. Ads will be printed twice
unless we receive a stop-order. Ads may be
resubmitted.
If you have a job opportunity for any of the
following employment seekers please contact
the Alumni Office today.
136 l%8 graduate, currently professor nf musical a large
southern university. Long term experience in dealing
with the public and business through concert work.
Would now like to put these skills together in a career in
public relations (possibly sales) or similar work. Highly
energetic, like travel and challenges.
137 Public school teacher seeking position as administrator
in public or private school setting. Presently completing
requirements for master's degree in educational admin-
istration at the Graduate School of hducation, Grand
Valley State Colleges.
138 1971 Hope Grad with a B.A. in political science and an
M.A. in Latin American Studies searching employment;
has extensive advertising with some automotive experi-
ence, and is fluent in Spanish and Portuguese.
139 '76 graduate. Math ma)or, desires position programm-
ing on a mini-computer or an administrative assistant
type of position. Currently doing some programming
using BASIC on a mini-computer and working in an
administration department. Must be in Los Angeles/
Orange County area, cannot relocate.
I am job hunting and would like to have the following want ad
appear in the next Hopei College publication:
*No more than 50 words *Please type
Name . Year
Address
City, State, Zip
Telephone Number
m
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by David L. Clark
Contemporary environmental studies have
made many historians ask new questions
about the effect of man's environment on his
behavior in past cultures. My questions about
this subject greatly increased in number and
complexity during the last academic year,
when I was a fellow of the National
Humanities Institute at the University of
Chicago. That year the Institute there focused
its attention on comparative studies of
modernization in different societies. Many of
the seminars of the Institute were devoted to
the environmental changes brought by
modernization as it developed in varying parts
of the earth.
The National Endowment for the
Humanities, a federal institution, funded two-
National Humanities Institutes, one at Yale
University and the other at the University of
Chicago. Each Institute runs for a three year
cycle, with the purpose of stimulating inter-
disciplinary approaches to curriculum plan-
ning and teaching in the humanities and social
sciences. These Institutes are one of the Na-
tional Endowment's major efforts to encour-
age new approaches to teaching in those areas,
at a time when student preoccupation with
professional and vocational training is un-
dermining the traditionally strong role of
those areas in the liberal arts program.
The University of Chicago Institute, during
its three-year duration, is devoted to the im-
pact of technology on society in all of its as-
pects. Study of this problem was carried out in
a "think-tank" format, with experts brought
Dr. Clark is professor of history, having
joined the Hope faculty in 1963. He is a
graduate of Yale University and holds the
B.D. degree from Episcopal Theological
School {rndjlfp Th D. from HarvatyfJJni7ier-_
in each week to lead seminars for the twenty
fellows who made up the Institute for that
year. Fellows came from institutions of
higher education from all over the country
and were selected from nominations from
every university and many colleges in the
country. Fellows were chosen on the basis of
experience and expertise in the area of
modernization studies, and represented a
great variety of fields, disciplines, and
scholarship. This diversity made seminar dis-
cussions extremely lively and stimulating,
since each fellow came at the topic under dis-
cussion from a different perspective. The year
was a very rich diet of intellectual fare.
The part of the year, though, that had the
greatest effect on me as a teacher, was that
during which I taught with a team of Institute
fellows an interdisciplinary course on urban
environments in history. Teaching such a
course in Chicago helped a great deal in adding
existential meaning to the experience both for
the University of Chicago undergraduates
who were the students, and for the faculty
who taught it. We started the course with
several tours of locations in Chicago and
analysis of how those environments influence
the people in them. Students interviewed res-
idents of neighborhoods, systematically asked
directions in order to determine what land-
marks residents referred to, and attempted to
determine the power structure of a neighbor-
hood. All of this rapidly immersed students in
the ambience of the neighborhood studied,
and added a dimension of greater realism to
discussions back in the classroom.
My contribution to that course was analysis
of the cities that influenced the planning and
development of Chicago. I discovered a trea-
sure trove of archival materials about studies
of great European cities by individuals and
groups that have played significant roles in
the prnwth of Chicago. Of particular interest
designer of the master plan of Chicago in the
early years of this century. The guiding prin-
ciple of Burnham's plan was to make Chicago
a monumental city with a "Grand Design"
like that of Paris. Despite Burnham's plan,
Chicago has not become the Paris of mid-
western America. The contrast between the
original hope and the present reality raise
far-ranging questions about the forces that
create an environment.
My understanding of those diverse forces
was greatly increased by the observations of
the other fellows with whom I taught the
course. From a sociologist I learned new ques-
tions to ask about a variety of information
gathered about life-styles in the neighbor-
hoods of Chicago we studied. From an expert
on the history of photography I learned to
"read" much, much more from old photo-
graphs than I had ever imagined was there
awaiting interpretation. From a psychologist I
learned a great deal about the effects of envi-
ronment on human behavior. For them, 1
hope I provided helpful information about the
political, social, and commerical aims of those *
who planned and built Paris and other Euro-
pean cities that have influenced Chicago. For
the students in the course, I hope that I stimu-
lated them to better perceive the relationship
between urban environments of the past and
the historical developments that took place in
them.
Each fellow of the National Humanities In-
stitutes is expected to prepare a proposal, once
back on his campus, for funding to underwrite
a new interdisciplinary course or courses. 1 am
preparing such a proposal with Professor
Philip Van Eyl of the Hope Department of
Psychology, whose special interest is in study-
ing the effect of environment on human per-
ception and behavior. Professor Van Eyl's re-
search interest has led him to offer travel-
number of north European cities. At these
locations, the students in the courses have
been able to directly experience these aspects
of the environment they learn about and the
contrasts between various cities. It has be-
come very clear to Professor Van Eyl that
students who go on these travel-study course
comprehend what he teaches to a far greater
degree than students who study the materials
in the conventional classroom course.
Both Professor Van Eyl and myself realize,
however, that most students will be unable to
travel to far-off locations, and that for these
students we must devise better ways of bring-
ing back to the classroom what we wish they
could directly experience. If our proposal to
the National Endowment for the Humanities
is approved, we will prepare films and
videotapes in various European and American
cities to use in the classroom, in hopes that
these will add a greater sense of immediate
reality to the topics we will present in the new
classroom course. Both of us will be offering
travel-study courses in Europe next summer,
and hopefully remaining for part of the sum-
mer in order to prepare the new audio-visual
materials.
A special interest of mine in studying urban
environments is the relationship between
them and the emergence of sub-cultures that
intensify alienation from the established lead-
ership of a society. My interest in this began
during my graduate work at Harvard, when 1
lived in an ethnic (Italian-American)
neighborhood while studying religious sub-
culture groups that mounted protests against
seventeenth-century English governments.
My day-to-day living experience helped me
greatly make sense out of patterns of cohesion
and alienation that operate in subcultures.
Much greater understanding of such patterns
has come to me while living for extended
nndon Tnkv.
